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Whatcom County Ferry System
Improvement Project: Public Input
Questionnaire 3
The Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC), in partnership with Whatcom County Public Works and
KPFF Consulting, has been helping conduct a study to enhance the current Whatcom County Ferry System.
The study has developed alternatives to inform long term planning decisions and recommend capital
improvements and funding sources. This study is the first step toward the long-term goal of replacing the
nearly 60-year-old Whatcom Chief by the end of 2026. The study has also developed alternatives for
improving the Gooseberry Point and Lummi Island docks, queuing areas, and amenities.
These are complex issues. We've provided summaries of information throughout this questionnaire. As a
result the questionnaire may require about 20-30 MINUTES TO COMPLETE. Background information,
including the consulting memorandums to date, can be found on the LIFAC website at:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/521/Lummi-Island-Ferry-Advisory-Committee
Opportunities for formal public input have been ongoing through this project, including LIFAC's monthly
meetings, public meetings with KPFF, special public work sessions, and two previous questionnaires.This
questionnaire is the next step in gathering public input. It focuses on community preferences for:
- vessel size
- vessel propulsion system
- cost trade-oﬀs
- Level of Service (LOS) tradeoﬀs
- terminal improvement alternatives
The questionnaire responses, along with the technical reports and other forms of public input, will be used by
LIFAC and the County to develop recommendations in late June to present to County Council in July 2018.

Consultants' Reference Documents
To date, KPFF has drafted five technical memorandums that provide background for the questions presented
in this questionnaire. You can view or download the memorandums from the LIFAC website:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/521/Lummi-Island-Ferry-Advisory-Committee
Documents available include:
- KPFF Task 1: Existing Conditions Memo
- KPFF Task 2: Ridership Memo
- KPFF Task 3: Level of Service (LOS) Analysis
- KPFF Task 4:
· Task 4.1: Vessel Alternatives Analysis
· Task 4.2: Maintenance/Reserve Vessels
· Task 4.3: Alternative Fuel Analysis
· Task 4.4: Vessel Costs
- KPFF Task 5: Terminal and Operational Improvement Options

Completed questionnaires are due by Sunday June 10, 2018.
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ALLOW ABOUT 20-30 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
On past questionnaires, we have asked you to answer questions based on your personal experience, and that
probably didn't take much time. This time, however, we are asking you to answer questions based on
information from the consultants (KPFF). For that reason, we ask that you read the information provided
carefully before answering the questions. This questionnaire will likely take longer for you to complete.
If you know someone who prefers a paper version, let them know they can get one at the Islander grocery
store. A dropbox is also provided there for completed paper questionnaires. If you have any questions about
the questionnaire, please contact LIFAC via email at: lummiferry@googlegroups.com
Thank you in advance for helping to shape the future of our ferry system.

Name and Address
NOTE: The questionnaire requests you to enter your name and STREET address. This information will NOT be
included in the reporting of the results and will be kept confidential. It is being collected for VERIFICATION
PURPOSES ONLY to reduce the possibility of multiple submissions. Do not use a PO box. Please use your
Lummi Island address if you have one, whether you receive mail there or not. Multiple people from the same
address are welcome to each complete the questionnaire.
(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED.)
First Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Last Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
State or Province: ❏ Washington
Country: ❏ USA

❏ Canada

❏ British Columbia

❏ Other: ____________________________________

❏ Other: _________________________________________________________

Zip Code: ______________________________________________________________________________________
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General Questions:
(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED.)

Residence--I am currently (select one):
❍ a full-time resident on Lummi Island.
❍ a part-time resident on Lummi Island
❍ a full-time resident at Gooseberry Point
❍ a part-time resident at Gooseberry Point
❍ a visitor or oﬀ-island service provider to Lummi Island residing oﬀ-island
❍ Other: _________________________________________________________________________________

Employment--I am currently (check all that apply):
❏ employed full or part-time on-island
❏ employed full or part-time oﬀ-island
❏ an owner or operator of a business on Lummi Island
❏ a student attending school on-island
❏ a student attending school oﬀ-island
❏ Unemployed
❏ Retired
❏ Other: _________________________________________________________________________________

On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the most positive, what is your current level of
satisfaction with the Whatcom County ferry service:
Least satisfied:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

Most satisfied
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PLEASE TAKE TIME TO READ THE INFORMATION AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH SECTION BEFORE ANSWERING
THE QUESTIONS. ALLOW ABOUT 20-30 MINUTES TO
COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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Ridership Projections
To develop alternatives for vessel size, KPFF, the ferry consultant group hired by Whatcom County, began by
estimating the projected change in ferry ridership over the next forty years. In particular, they looked at vehicle
ridership, since the number of passengers very rarely exceeds the maximum. After looking at relevant factors
(see report linked below for details), KPFF projected an average annual growth rate of 1.74% for pedestrians/
passengers and a 0.87% average annual growth rate for vehicles.
Based on an analysis of current ferry ridership, KPFF chose to focus on the average number of vehicles going
from Gooseberry Point to Lummi Island on an August weekday between 4-7 pm. This is during the peak
traﬃc season, but is not the highest peak. Demand is even higher on summer weekends. The idea was to
choose a boat size to handle heavy traﬃc, but not the infrequent "peak of the peak" traﬃc.
In 2017, an average of 141 vehicles crossed during an August weekday between 4-7 pm. The consultants
projected that the demand in 2040 (approximately 20 years from now) will be 164 vehicles, and in 2060 (40
years from now) there will be 196 vehicles.
REFERENCES:
Read the full Ridership memorandum here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33978/DRAFT-Task-2_Ridership
View the consultants' chart of the projected ridership demand and maximum capacity for various vessel sizes
in 2017, 2040, and 2060: http://lummiislanders.com/ferrydocs/userfiles/20180518-093729.pdf
(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED, unless marked otherwise.)

Given the ridership numbers above, the projections are:
❍ Lower than what I would expect.
❍ About what I would expect.
❍ Higher than what I would expect.

Why? (Optional)
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________!
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Level of Service (LOS) Trade-o"s
Two types of expenses are involved for the ferry system improvement project: capital (construction) costs,
and operating/maintenance costs. The funding to pay capital costs will likely come from federal, state, and
local funding sources such as competitive grants, bonds, County road fund, special district property tax, etc.
It could take some time to build a grant funding portfolio. Capital costs are NOT anticipated to impact fares.
However, the operating and maintenance costs are usually paid 55% from fares, and 45% from the County
road fund, and so potentially impact fares. Note that County policies regarding Needs Based Fares will still
apply to any fare change that is required to accommodate a replacement boat or terminal improvements.
Additionally, while fares have increased significantly since 2006, when adjusted for inflation they have
remained about the same.
The decision about what combination of vessel size and propulsion system to use is more complex than
selecting an option solely based on cost. Previous public input listed factors such as keeping costs
reasonable, the need for accommodating climate change, being better stewards of the environment, providing
reliable service, maintaining service frequency, reducing wait times, having a larger boat to allow more space
between vehicles, and having a back-up vessel for emergencies and dry dock, all of which result in additional
costs.
LIFAC would like your input on how strongly you support or don't support the statements below. When a
ranking is requested, 5 is the strongest support and 1 is the least support. Estimated costs aﬀecting fares are
indicated where applicable.
REFERENCES:
Read a full analysis of Maintenance/Reserve Vessels (Task 4.2) and Alternative Fuel Analysis (Task 4.3) here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFT-Task-4-Vessel-Memos
(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED, unless marked otherwise.)

1. It is important to me that increases in operation and maintenance costs do
not impact fares significantly.
Least support

1
❍

2
❍

3
❍

4
❍

5
❍

Strongest support

2. I support paying the approximately $9,000 increase in operating costs
(approximately 0.3% fare increase) to have a hybrid diesel electric vessel.
Least support

1
❍

2
❍

3
❍

4
❍

5
❍

Strongest support

3. If the Whatcom Chief is used as a backup vehicle ferry, operating costs
would include annual maintenance, insurance, and storage fees (a total
estimated fare increase of at least 25%). Note: There would still be periods with
passenger only service when dock maintenance/repair is underway and the
vehicle loading ramp can not be used. Based on this information, I support
paying an increase in fares to ensure that we have a back-up emergency ferry
to carry vehicles.
Least support

1
❍

2
❍

3
❍

4
❍

5
❍

Strongest support!
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4. Washington's CRAB (County Road Administration Board) grants are the
lynchpin in funding County ferry capital projects, and do not need to be repaid.
To get the maximum funding possible from CRAB, Whatcom County will be
required to create a ferry district that can levy property taxes ranging from
almost nothing to 75 cents per thousand dollars of value. The maximum levy, if
applied to Lummi Island only, would raise an estimated $200,000 annually.
Without a ferry district, CRAB funding would be reduced by about $2.5 million.
Would you support the creation of a ferry district to help pay for a new ferry?
(Select one.)
❍

Yes

❍

Yes, but only if the ferry district was applied to the whole County.

❍

No

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(Optional) Do you have any ideas about how a County-wide ferry district could
be justified to the County Council and County property owners?
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________!
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5. In order to plan for future generations, I support creating a ferry replacement
fund for the next round of vessel and dock improvements (40+ years from
now).
Least support

1
❍

2
❍

3
❍

4
❍

5
❍

Strongest support

6. If a ferry replacement fund is created, I believe the fund should be supported
by (check all that apply):
❏ Surcharge on all ferry tickets (except Needs Based Fares)
❏ Surcharge on cash tickets only during peak summer season (not on punchcards or Needs Based
Fares)
❏ Ferry district taxes, Lummi Island only (no minimum, maximum $0.75 per thousand dollars
property value)
❏ Ferry district taxes, County-wide (no minimum, maximum $0.75 per thousand dollars property
value)
❏ Other:
____________________________________________________________________________________

Vessel Size
Based on the ridership projections, KPFF chose three ferry sizes to compare to the current Whatcom
Chief: a 20-car vessel, a 28-car vessel, and a 34-car vessel. All of these vessels would be at least
somewhat larger than the Whatcom Chief because the average space for each vehicle (AEQ) would
include room to open car doors. All vessels would have 4 car lanes and would require the same
number of crew as the Chief.
Larger vessels would be able to consistently make only 6 round trips per 3-hour peak (approximately
25 minutes per round trip). The reduced trip frequency would be o"set by the increased vehicle
capacity, so overall queue wait times would be reduced or eliminated with the 28 or 34 car ferries.
The capital and operating costs listed below are based on a traditional diesel propulsion system, and
include a 30% contingency. Costs are represented in 2018 dollars. Alternative propulsion systems will
be discussed later in this questionnaire, along with their estimated costs. At this stage of planning,
these costs are all ROM (Rough Order of Magnitude) estimates.
As noted in the previous section (Level of Service Trade-o"s ), capital (construction) costs are not
anticipated to impact fares. Also, because operating costs of a newer, more ecient vessel are
expected to be lower than present day operating costs (see below), fares are not likely to be
negatively impacted by any of the proposed new vessel sizes.
KPFF is recommending the 34-vehicle ferry size. The capital cost di"erence between the 28 and the
34 is small overall, and the operating costs are nearly the same. However, the 28-vehicle boat will not
meet the projected ridership demand for the full life of the vessel, while the 34-vehicle boat will.
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REFERENCES:
View the full analysis and comparison of various vessel size options here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFT-Task-4-Vessel-Memos

(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED, unless marked otherwise.)

Which size vessel would you prefer? (Select one.)
❍ 20-vehicle ferry
❍ 28-vehicle ferry
❍ 34-vehicle ferry
❍ Other:
____________________________________________________________________________________

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________!
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Propulsion System Options
KPFF looked at four possible propulsion system alternatives:
- convention diesel engines (baseline)
- dual fuel engines (LNG and diesel)
- diesel electric hybrid
- all electric
REFERENCE:
KPFF Task 4.3 beginning on page 19 of this document:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFT-Task-4-Vessel-Memos
(Baseline vessel costs do NOT include the 30% contingency in the Task 4.3 document.)
The dual fuel engines were ruled out by KPFF because (quoting from KPFF'sTask 4.3 Memorandum),
"Dual fuel engines do not currently exist in the size range for Whatcom County."
The all electric option was also ruled out by LIFAC mostly because (again quoting from Task 4.3
Memorandum), "Due to the lack of power infrastructure on Lummi Island...all shore power charging
would occur on the mainland at Gooseberry Point...The mooring arrangement currently utilized by
Whatcom County is not optimal for these automatic charging arrangements." Estimated capital costs
were also quite high (28% higher than diesel BEFORE adding millions more for shore plug-in facility
costs).
The remaining options are traditional diesel propulsion and diesel electric hybrid. Following are the
advantages and disadvantages from KPFF's Task 4.3 report.
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Note: Battery prices are expected to decline significantly over the next 5-10 years.
(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED, unless marked otherwise.)

Which propulsion system would you prefer? (Select one.)
❍ traditional diesel
❍ hybrid diesel-electric
❍ Other:
____________________________________________________________________________________

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Terminal and Operational Improvements
First we'll describe the alternatives KPFF developed for improvements at each terminal. Then we'll talk
about costs and timing. Finally we'll ask you about your preferences.
REFERENCE:
KPFF Task 5: Terminal and Operational Improvement Options
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33981/DRAFT-Task-5-Terminal-Options-memo

GOOSEBERRY POINT TERMINAL
A 2010 Gooseberry Point Ferry Dock Relocation Feasibility Study evaluated 14 possible sites, including
several east in Bellingham and north on Slater Road. The study found that the only feasible locations on the
mainland were the current location or a location slightly to the west on Gooseberry Point. KPFF examined
possibilities for improvement at those two locations.
ALTERNATIVE 1: CURRENT DOCK LOCATION
------------------------------------------------------------------------At the current location, the dock is nearing the end of its useful life and has a lease which expires in 2046.The
County has been told that lease will not be renewed. Only minor modifications to the existing marine
structures would be required to accommodate any of the vessel sizes considered by KPFF. The wooden
trestle, however, needs major repair or replacement in the next few years because it is near the end of its
useful life. While those major repairs are being done, KPFF recommends replacing the marine structures to
allow for 2-lane loading/unloading and improved pedestrian and bicycle queuing. There is no room at this
location for additional queuing or parking beyond what exists now, nor for a restroom facility.
AMENITIES RECOMMENDED: installing a live camera feed to allow passengers to monitor the queue, and
ticket vending machines to pre-purchase tickets.
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ALTERNATIVE 2: LUMMI NATION MARINA SITE
------------------------------------------------------------------------As part of Lummi Nation's planned Marina development, a new ferry terminal would be built west of the
current convenience store location. KPFF recommends the terminal be built to allow 2-lane loading to
decrease loading time. Pedestrians and bicycles would queue immediately adjacent to the vessel, allowing
quicker load/unload time without waiting for them to walk down the ramp. The dock could utilize the panel
breakwater proposed as part of the Lummi Nation Marina. The proposed Marina plan includes queuing lanes
on both sides of Haxton Way. A bathroom is not included in the Marina plans.
AMENITIES RECOMMENDED: traﬃc signal for queuing lanes, installing a live camera feed to allow
passengers to monitor the queue, and ticket vending machines to pre-purchase tickets. Additional amenities,
such as parking and more queuing, might be available in the long-term by combining Alternative 2 with the
Future Long Range Upland Expansion described later.
BACKUP PASSENGER-ONLY FERRY FLOAT: At present it takes about a day to stage and install a floating
dock for use during dry dock or emergencies by a passenger-only ferry when vehicle service is not possible.
Another day is required to remove it afterward. KPFF proposes instead to construct a small permanent
floating dock on the southeast side of the new dock. It would allow the County to implement passenger ferry
service without service disruptions when the dock is being maintained. It would also allow separate access to
Lummi Island for US Coast Guard or the Whatcom County Sheriﬀ in an emergency. To avoid interference with
regular ferry service, its use would be similar to a fire lane and there would be no public access.
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FUTURE LONG RANGE UPLAND EXPANSION:
------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternative 2 abuts privately owned property. In the long-term, if some of this property becomes available,
there is a potential for future expansion of queuing and parking by utilizing the Alternative 2 marine structures
and expanding the queuing and parking area on up to eight private parcels northwest of the current terminal.
The expansion would be subject to the current owners being willing to sell and Whatcom County acquiring
the properties. Expansion could add queuing space for up to 90 vehicles and up to 50 parking spaces. During
dry dock, the queuing lanes could be used for additional parking. ADA accessible restrooms, improved
lighting and a covered pedestrian shelter could be built, depending on the property available.

LUMMI ISLAND TERMINAL
Whatcom County Public Works (PW) already has plans underway for some improvements to the Lummi Island
dock. In 2018, PW will make minor improvements to the existing timber dolphins to maintain service until the
new vessel design has been selected. Additionally, PW will complete the design of a new breakwater, and
construction of the breakwater is planned for 2019. It will be funded in part by Federal Ferry Boat
Discretionary Funds. Replacement of the existing timber dolphins will be evaluated based on the size and
berthing requirements of the new ferry. More dolphins and a longer breakwater will likely be required for a
longer vessel.
Says KPFF:
"Currently, the Lummi Island ferry terminal does not require significant marine repairs. However, in the longterm when the marine structures need to be replaced, we recommend Whatcom County Public Works
considers widening the marine structures to accommodate dual-lane loading/unloading."
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BACK-UP PASSENGER-ONLY FLOATING DOCK:
As in Gooseberry Point Alternative 2, KPFF is recommending a permanent floating dock be constructed for
emergency and dry dock use for landing a passenger-only ferry during terminal maintenance. It would also
provide separate emergency access for the US Coast Guard or the Whatcom County Sheriﬀ.

QUEUING AND PARKING:
KPFF proposes relocating the terminal parking south of the building to create an additional queuing lane and
a through lane for passenger drop-oﬀ and access to the parking on the north edge of the site. They
recommend two-lane queuing managed with signage similar to the current Gooseberry Point queue to
prepare the site for dual-lane loading in the future. Nine of the 11 parking spaces would be relocated to the
other side of the building to create more queuing space. The queuing lanes could be used for additional
parking during dry dock.
AMENITIES:
Proposed improvements would include expansion of the building to include ADA compliant restrooms,
possibly with additional storage or oﬃce facilities. Installing live camera feeds to allow passengers to monitor
the queue is also recommended.
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Putting It All Together
Following is a summary of the costs, implementation times, benefits and challenges of all the terminal and
operational improvements being proposed. All costs involved are capital costs and do not impact fares.
Table 6: Summary Matrix of Lummi Island and Gooseberry Point Ferry Terminal Improvements
E va l u a t i o n
Criteria
Emergency
Landing Option
Queuing Provided
Parking Spaces
Lummi Nation
Lease Required
Regulatory
Challenges

Restrooms
ADA Compliant
Planning-Level
Schedule
ROM Cost
Challenges

Lummi Island Terminal
I m p r o ve m e n t s
Upland improvements - No
In-water improvements - Yes
23
-2
No

Gooseberry Point
A l t e r n a t i ve 1
No

G o o s e b e r r y P o i n t A l t e r n a t i ve
2
Yes

Potential Future Long-Range
Upland Expansion
Yes

26
0
Yes – uplands and tidelands

Up to 60
Up to 15
Yes – uplands and tidelands

Up to 90
Up to 50
No

Upland Improvements:
•
Local agency approval
•
ADA compliant design
•
Stormwater management
In-water Improvements
•
Federal and state approval for inwater work
•
Local agency approval for
shoreline impacts
•
ADA compliant design

•

Upland Improvements – Yes
In-water improvements - No
Yes
Upland Improvements - 1 year
In-water work - 2 years

No

No

Yes

No
1 year

Yes
5-8 years

~$4.5 M

~$33 M

Yes
Potential development depends on
private property being available and
acquired by Whatcom County
~$9.5 M

Upland Improvements - ~$2.0 M
In-water Improvements - ~$9.5 M
•
Local permitting process
•
Environmental permitting process

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ADA access to restrooms
Fewer vehicles queuing on public
road
Separate float for passengers
during dry dock
Passenger service maintained
during terminal maintenance
Emergency access

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits

Federal, state and local
approvals for environmental
compliance
Local agency approval for
utility work
ADA compliant design

•
•

No additional emergency float
No restrooms
No additional queuing
No additional parking
Maintaining service during
construction
Terminal may need to be
moved at the end of the lease
with the Lummi Nation
(October, 2046)
Improved lighting and
operational improvements
Structurally improvements to
trestle

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Local permitting
Federal environmental compliance
(NEPA)
Lummi Nation permitting
State and local environmental
permitting
ADA compliance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited parking area
Limited queuing located across
Haxton Way
Environmental permitting
Avoiding potential cultural resource
impacts
Stormwater mitigation
Dependent on proposed Lummi
Nation Marina development

•

Dedicated parking and additional
queuing separated from Haxton
Way
Dual-lane loading/unloading with a
new transfer span
Improved pedestrian and bicycle
queuing
Passenger ferry service maintained
during terminal maintenance
Emergency landing

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Federal environmental compliance
(NEPA)
State and local environmental
permitting
ADA compliance
Federal relocation requirements
Significant cultural resource site
Stormwater mitigation
Lummi Nation permitting

Private property acquisition and
willingness of owners to sell
Environmental permitting
Avoiding potential cultural resource
impacts
Mitigating stormwater
Dependent on proposed Lummi
Nation Marina development

Increased parking
Increased queuing
Improved pedestrian and bicycle
queuing

Terminal and Operational Improvement Options – Lummi Island Ferry System
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(Answers to all questions in this section are REQUIRED, unless marked otherwise.)

1. A floating dock and loading ramp is proposed for passenger-only ferry loading
during dry dock or dock maintenance, as well as to provide emergency access for
US Coast Guard or Whatcom County Sheriﬀ. It would cost approximately
$426,250 on the Lummi Island side and $280,000 on the Gooseberry Point side.
Right now it takes about a day to stage and install the floating docks for the
passenger ferry, and another day to remove them. Having permanent docks would
eliminate about $30,000 of those annual operating costs. Do you favor
constructing these floating docks?
❍ yes
❍ no
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Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Do you support Whatcom County moving forward to acquire private property
at Gooseberry Point for the future long range upland development option as
long as owners are willing to sell?
❍ yes
❍ no

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

3. The existing dock trestle at Gooseberry Point is rapidly deteriorating as it
nears the end of its useful life. Major repairs to refurbish and stabilize the dock,
plus queue cameras and a ticket vending machine would cost about $4.5
million and could be carried out within 2 years (Alternative 1). Would you favor
going ahead with this alternative immediately and then working to relocate the
dock (Alternative 2) as part of the Lummi Nation Marina plans?
❍ Yes
❍ No

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Cameras for both terminals would allow passengers to monitor queuing
lanes lines to estimate wait times before driving to the docks. Three cameras on
each side and the software to operate them would cost a total of about
$90,000. Do you favor installing the cameras? (Note: cameras would be aimed
to minimize views of nearby homes.)
❍ Yes
❍ No
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Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

5. During peak periods on a larger ferry, it will be impossible for a single purser
to collect fares as usual from a full load of vehicles in the short crossing time.
One option to improve ticketing would be to install a ticket vending machine
(TVM) on the Gooseberry Point side so passengers could purchase tickets
before boarding. The capital cost would be about $30,000 (operating cost is
not known). Would you support installing a TVM at Gooseberry?
❍ Yes
❍ No

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Project Phasing
KPFF has identified two approaches toward carrying out the proposed Ferry System Improvement
Project:
The first approach is to do all projects as soon as possible, which assumes there are no funding
constraints (a high risk).
The second approach would accomplish the projects in phases based on the useful life of
components and expected funding constraints. For example, the existing dock trestle at Gooseberry
Point needs refurbishing in the next year or two, well before the permitting and construction of a new
dock could be carried out. The Whatcom Chief is due for engine overhaul in about 8 years. Because
the vessel is nearly 60 years old, parts have become dicult to obtain. The vessel needs to be
replaced, preferably before the expensive overhaul is due. Next, before a new vessel can be put into
service, the breakwater on the Lummi Island side needs to be extended to accommodate the longer
vessel size. Finally, the ticket sales process needs to be improved before a new vessel goes into
service so the purser can collect fares within the crossing time. These might be considered the
minimum amount of work that should be carried out as soon as possible since the Gooseberry Point
dock and the Whatcom Chief are nearing the end of their useful lives. Using this second approach,
other parts of the project might be deemed less urgent and able to wait until funding is obtained
and/or the Lummi Nation Marina project gets underway.
Here is a comparison of the two approaches from KPFF. (2046 is when the Gooseberry Point lease
expires.)

Phasing Projects
All projects as soon as possible (no funding constraints)
2020-2028: $45-60 Million
• New vessel
• Gooseberry Point terminal relocation
• Upland expansion
• Lummi Island Improvements

2018

2028

High Risk:
! Lack of funding
! Environmental permitting
! Private property purchase
2046

Benefits:
" Full LOS in near future

Based on useful life and funding constraints
2020-2028: $12-24 Million
• New vessel
• Gooseberry Point trestle
• Lummi Island mods for vessel

2018

2028

2019-2046: $32.5-48 Million
• Gooseberry Point terminal relocation
• Upland expansion
• Lummi Island Improvements

2046

Risks:
! Funding
! Environmental permitting
! Maintenance investment
Benefits:
" Time for funding
" Meets LOS long-term
May 9. 2018 | 9
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Which approach would you favor for implementing the proposed ferry system
improvements?
❍ All projects as soon as possible
❍ Phasing the project components based on useful life and funding constraints

Why? (Optional)
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE RETURN YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE
DROPBOX PROVIDED AT THE ISLANDER GROCERY STORE
BEFORE SUNDAY, JUNE 10, 2018.

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this questionnaire. Responses are
due by Sunday, June 10, 2018. You may continue to submit written comments
to LIFAC at lummiferry@googlegroups.com or to any member in person until
Monday, June 25, 2018.
Again, LIFAC sincerely appreciates your participation!
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Whatcom County Ferry System
Improvement Project: Public Input
Questionnaire 3
207 responses

Residence--I am currently:
207 responses

a fulltime resident on Lum…

38.6%

a parttime resident on Lu…

a fulltime resident at Goos…

a parttime resident at Goo…

a visitor or offisland servic…

Property owner on Lummi I…

Property owner intending t…

property owner on Lummi I…

54.1%
1/2

Employment--I am currently (check all that apply):
207 responses
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20 (9.7%)

employed, on island
employed, off island
own island business

59 (28.5%)
19 (9.2%)
0 (0%)
1 (0.5%)
0 (0%)

retired

119 (57 5%)

On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the most positive, what is your current
level of satisfaction with the Whatcom County ferry service:
207 responses

60

56 (27.1%)
55 (26.6%)
38 (18.4%

40

26 (12.6%)
20

13 (6.3%)11 (5.3%)
0 (0%) 1 (0.5%)

5 (2.4%)

2 (1%)

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ridership Projections

Given the ridership numbers above, the projections are:
207 responses
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Lower than what I would
expect
24.6%

About what I would expect
Higher than what I would
expect

Lower: 18.8% (39)
Expected: 56.5% (117)
Higher: 24.6% (51)

Why? (optional)
112 responses

Annual vehicles in 2001 were over 141k, which is what is being projected sometime after 2040 (135k). We are
rebounding from 250% fare increases imposed in 2007 which dramatically reduced demand. The last several
years have seen >2% increases. The slide presented on 5/22 shows an annual increase of only 1/2% through
2040, then another .8% for the next 20 years - not the stated 0.87 increase stated above. The math doesn't add
up, so I'm erring on the side of caution. We'll need the 34 car vessel sooner than we think.
I believe we are going to see an acceleration of ferry use with the introduction of a new ferry, the growing
popularity of the Heritage Trust sites, and the growth of the local economy as the Willows and other
businesses spawn new initiatives.
Lummi Island... is an island with nite space, water, and low tolerance for congestion. I think this will and
should limit growth.
lack of affordable housing will slow growth. I doubt that the Island will continue to grow at the rate projected
into 2040. Limited space and water will have a big in uence on growth rates.
We are a retirement community. Our average age is 20 years older than the average for the county. We have
limited water supply and there are no jobs. We are not growing. Rather, we are maintaining and aging. The
numbers suggest population increases that exceed general expectations.
More often than not I nd the ferry overcrowded and there are sailing waits
see more building and Bellingham is growing a lot more.
KPFF assumes a steady state growth economy including the impact of tourists and commuters. Given the
frequency of recessions, etc., this is not realistic.
There is unforseen population growth to factor into this equation.
I'm not completely sure of the wishes of those who live on the island as to growth. I hear both sides; growth is
wanted and growth is not in keeping with the view of our community. This is entirely up to the residents of
Lummi Island and I would support either of their goals for their community.
I think this is a hard gure to project because we do not know what the impact of a different ferry will be. If
costs are higher then the island becomes more exclusive and with more retirees that don't have to leave or
others who can telecommute. Ridership might increase to that pt. or it might not- there aren't many
commercial facilities on the island to support more people just coming over to visit for dinner or an evening
out. My answer is just a guess as there is no option for I don't know- more info needed.
This is assuming the population of Lummi island will grow and that people will still be driving cars in 40 years.
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The tra c I experience on the ferry has not changed much in the 15 years I’ve been riding it.
Estimates like this are good for no more than 2 signi cant gures. I would have rounded 20 years to 160 cars
and 40 years to 200 cars.
I do not see any growth on Lummi Island, in fact, I expect negative growth. Living on the Island is expensive
(compared to the mainland). Jobs are on the mainland, not here on Lummi. If your job is on the mainland,
commuting is time consuming and costly ( gure about $4000+/year in ferry fares). Personally, I think raising a
family on Lummi is idyllic, but increasingly less likely as time goes on (just too expensive). I believe the future
of Lummi Island will be increasingly retired folks and vacation/weekend folks.
I imagine more people will want to come to Lummi....right now it's a best kept secret. I do not know how to
take the effects of climate change into any of my comments.....that being a variable that will have
considerable affect on transportation and people coming to Lummi.
The population is increasing, the climate is warming and Lummi Island is becoming known for open spaces
and cool climate. It has been discovered.
I think the island population will grow faster than projected.
The population will increase and the tourist impact will increase. Rentals will increase. I don't know if we know
how many part time residents that own use their residence and how much of the time it is rented.
As Island becomes nore of a retirement place, fewer trips will occur
The tourist market is expanding I feel. The homes available for sale will be cyclical, but whoever owns will ride
the ferry with the variance being part time vs full time Island living. Vacation style (part time living) trend
increases in home sales will hold down the general acceleration of sales growth.
I think that it's near to impossible to extrapolate what will happen on the island, but I can only imagine as we
become "discovered," there will be a much higher demand for access to land, and to summertime vacation
rentals.
In the next 23 years the prediction is that an average of 2.3 additional cars per day for this time period will be
added to system each year. This seems a fair estimate to me.
That would be 2 full ferries per hour for 3 hours which seems about right for rush hour.
Not a given that population will increase. A gas or nancial crisis could cause a decrease.
Just since 2017 winter waiting times often meant waiting for second ferry. i’d venture that each new house, or
each part-time hoise becoming full time will come with two cars, easily. As demographics change for coastal
Washington.... our growth is likely not be a smooth curve.
I think there will be more part time owners on the island because people working on the mainland are unable
to depend on the Ferry during the summer. So their commute is longer. This will cause the Island to be more
retired, more part time, especially snow birds.
Based on previous growth
We are between the 2008 crash and the next one, which will be worse because the causes of that one haven't
been xed, and the economic imbalances that set that one up are greater than ever.
The ridership projections seem reasonable
If ferry travel became more affordable we might see a faster rate of population growth and ferry use on the
island.
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Projected numbers are based on growth of tourist industry; current infrastructure does not support this
growth.
I doubt that the population of Lummi Island will change that much within the time established by the
projections.
Because I am often in line for the next scheduled ferry and I may have to wait 1-2 ferries. I presume I will not
get on a boat if I do not give myself additional lead time and even then I must wait.
Because I feel that people exaggerate the need for a larger vessel. Many times, the ferry has plenty of room.
I don't expect major growth on Lummi in the next few decades - but there will be growth. I believe the KPFF
projections are conservative but reasonable.
zoning, infrastructure and water sources won’t allow such growth
I have a summer cabin that gets heavy use from April to September, and I notice that the peak ferry tra c
starts at 2:30PM and runs to 7PM. Most ferry runs are full headed towards the island and those numbers
would coincide with the projections above.
Unexpected things will change over this period
Population is stable, and there are few building sites given restrictions
I believe the community is attractive and will continue to grow.
2% increase over the next 40 years seems very low and uinrealistic
More households on the island
Does this count the many vehicles which ride for free?
The number of vacation rentals increases on the island and the Willows continues to be a popular destination.
This will bring more people onto the island.
Jump from 2040 to 2060 seems too big
The survey was only for 3 hours on a given day, not really a good representation, and weekends are busier.
Some growth will be inevitable, but living on an Island is not for everybody. In addition, if for some reason the
projected vehicles are really higher, I would rather we implement other transportation demand measures like
carpooling, taking the bus or vehicle sharing to reduce vehicle trips instead of investing in a larger and more
expensive vessel and dock.
I feel that mass transit could affect car tra c and lower the need for cars.
Because we are limited in growth by the amount of potable water available.
Population in our area is increasing very fast.
As space is available and ferry questions are resolved more people will move here
the island can only sustain limited growth and limited tourism above today with current constraints:
infrastructure, water rights, various regulations, permitting, construction costs on the island, etc.
The size of the Island , the number of permanent residents , the number of weekenders & vacant property
owners.
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The last increase in rates bankrupted the 2 longest standing business on the Island, one of which was my
client at the time, both of which relied on customers coming across for dinner, etc. A restructure would bring
back many riders like those, especially non-drivers. I attended college while living there. That's almost unheard
of now due to increased waiting. So, that's 2 reasons why its lower than I'd expect. Fix those issues and
ridership will increase.
The analysis seems thorough and the numbers reasonable
The Island population grows slowly and is aging. Without a replacement for the Whatcom Chief, many are
unsure of the future reliable transportation for supporting population growth. A change to the ferry system will
affect population growth on the island. Both problematic electric power and communication (internet)
infrastructure on the island are also rate limiting.
Reasonable, based on analysis by the consultants, KPFF.
Increasing population and attractiveness of Lummi Island as a place to live or have a second home.
Public demand to visit or reside on Lummi Island
More retired people are moving to the island and many future workers may not commute.
The Willows and other tourist attractions on Lummi may well fall out of popularity and effect ridership in the
summer.
In my experience, the ferry would is usually at or near capacity 4-7 p.m. on weekdays (which is when my
husband & I commute)
I have lived here 40+ years and the population has stayed relatively stable
New housing continues to be built on the island. I also think the chosen hours are too short (for example, I
usually arrive at the dock closer to 9pm and there is often a long line). With the increasing ease of
telecommuting, the potential to live full time on Lummi Island will increase for many, a desirable option. Plus,
there is likely to be increase demand to visit on the weekends once the Aiston Preserve (in which the county
invested) becomes a public park.
Logical estimate
The lack of new islanders and guest is underestimated in my opinion.
Seems like about two boats per hour.
I am hoping for only modest growth on Lummi, not a "build-out" type growth that a large ferry or a change in
zoning would allow.
Lummi Island seems to be gaining on a "want to live there" basis with Evening Magazine, et al expodures.
It is entirely possible that a greater proportion of retirees or residents working from home will not result in the
higher demand projected.
Growth is limited by supply of water, buildable land and cost.
I think peak oil and climate change could affect those numbers.
The ferry is a bottleneck. If capacity were not an issue, then I would expect total trips to be higher.
Tying ferry use rate to only unknown population growth is unreliable due to demographic changes (more
retired unemployed residents) and changing work technologies (telecommuting). This whole survey is biases
toward the largest ferry option , so, why am I wasting my time completing this survey?
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this is Natural growth in this community
growth of the NW in general and Lummi in particular
limited possibility for growth on the island
The projection makes sense to me based on the growth In ridership I’ve seen over the past 5 years.
I believe that KPFF is not accounting for both population growth and possible housing that may become
available and/or newly built on the island. In addition, there may also be unknowns like a new restaurant or
other new commercial affairs that may increase visitor tra c to the island.
its all guesswork, but some growth is likely
I suspect ridership will not increase to the degree projected due to limiting factors, such as the island's overall
capacity to absorb increasing numbers of people (such as water restraints).
It's mostly a retirement island, unless we are allowed more business here. It is too expensive for young
persons to live here and commute to town.
I don't feel that the population increase will be as large as predicted.
I expect more people will work self-employed on island or be retired and stay on island a lot of the time.
The predictions and projections are based on real data.
I think the small ferry size keeps a lot of potential residents from moving here
I think the rate of population growth of Washington State and Whatcom County will increase and combined
with rising incomes will lead to a higher rate of increase in ferry tra c than that projected.
The consultant team has made a point of not including fare information in their ridership projections. But
Island residents have seen rsthand the profound effects the series of major fare increases between 2006 and
2011 had on ferry ridership, causing many renters and commuting families to leave the island, while retired,
self-employed, and others with more elastic demand have taken their places. The size, nature, and ferry usage
habits of future residents will depend heavily on ferry fares and schedules. It will be critically important over
the next two decades to bring fares back to an affordable percentage of family income. The consultant
projections also use County-wide data to project population growth for Lummi Island, a highly questionable
assumption.
i expect increased percentage of pedestrians v. drivers
Three reasons: #1- The growth in demand will largely be due to growth in numbers of full time and part time
residents. These numbers are capped by the full build out levels on the north end of the Island (max. 1 house/
5 acres) and Scenic Estates (lower rural density classi cation) under the 2009 Subarea Growth Management
Plan. #2- With aging population the numbers of persons/ residence has fallen. And #3- Island population
demographics has shifted away from commuters (younger working families with young children) towards
retirees and vacation homeowners who do not need to travel at peak periods.
higher fares will affect transportation choices; less trips--carpooling and walk ons to bus
I don’t expect the population on Lummi Island to increase that much except for retired people. Retirees don’t
take the ferry as frequently as workers.
That’s about 1 new vehicle a year on average and that just seems low considering the opportunities here.
I think the annual growth estimate is in ated. I do not see signs of ridership growth. Real estate lags behind
Bellingham
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Population projections for LI seem to be realistic. The population drives the ridership and LI seems predicted
to have minimal increase in queuing problems.
I believe increased housing costs will change the demographic, resulting in fewer fewer daily commuters and
more retired residents, who will make fewer trips per week.
I believe that the demographics of the island are changing and we will have less daily commuters and more
retired residents in the future. That will likely keep ferry ridership constant rather than increasing almost 20
percent by 2040.
From my experience riding the ferry during those hours. Especially Thursday and Friday ridership is high
because of weekenders visiting the Island
I would guess that the island population would increase faster and higher to yield more ferry tra c
Water will limit future growth
Other (12)

Level of Service (LOS) Trade-offs

1. It is important to me that increases in operation and maintenance costs
do not impact fares signi cantly.
207 responses

80
76 (36.7%)
60

62 (30%)

40

43 (20.8%)

20
11 (5.3%)

15 (7.2%)

0
1

2

3

4

5
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2. I support paying the approximately $9,000 increase in operating costs
(approximately 0.3% fare increase) to have a hybrid diesel electric vessel.
207 responses

80
76 (36.7%)
60

40

39 (18.8%)
32 (15.5%)

20

41
(19.8%)

19 (9.2%)

0
1

2

3

4

5

3. If the Whatcom Chief is used as a backup vehicle ferry, operating costs
would include annual maintenance, insurance, and storage fees (a total
estimated fare increase of at least 25%). Note: There would still be periods
with passenger only service when dock maintenance/repair is underway
and the vehicle loading ramp can not be used. Based on this information, I
support paying an increase in fares to ensure that we have a back-up
emergency ferry to carry vehicles.
207 responses

100
80

88 (42.5%)

60
40

44
(21.3%)

37 (17.9%)

20

20 (9.7%)

18 (8.7%)

4

5

0
1

2

3
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4. Washington's CRAB (County Road Administration Board) grants are the
lynchpin in funding County ferry capital projects, and do not need to be
repaid. To get the maximum funding possible from CRAB, Whatcom
County will be required to create a ferry district that can levy property
taxes ranging from almost nothing to 75 cents per thousand dollars of
value. The maximum levy, if applied to Lummi Island only, would raise an
estimated $200,000 annually. Without a ferry district, CRAB funding would
be reduced by about $2.5 million. Would you support the creation of a
ferry district to help pay for a new ferry?
207 responses

Yes

46.4%
14.5%

Yes, but only if the ferry
district was applied to the
whole County.
No

39.1%

Why? (optional)
81 responses

To service bonds on $10m will require the full 75 cents on islanders. $400 per full time household is far in
excess of what I will pay.
Lummi Island is a part of the whole of Whatcom County. LI residents in particular should not be taxed as an
exception because of location.
This island is enjoyed by all who use the ferry... residents and visitors.
Having a ferry helps everyone. The entire county bene ts from increased tax dollars due to tourism. Increased
ridership is often due to tourism. Therefore, everyone bene ts, not just the island.
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Ferries are an extension of the road system
federal grants, state grants need to be rst. then determined the needed amount from islanders.
It is the counties ferry.
I think the people of Lummi Island should make an effort to show good faith to the rest of the county for
nancial support outside of ferry fares. Since the amount which could be assessed may be very minimal, it is
reasonable.
We already pay taxes for the county to use on things that we do not utilize on a regular basis since we live on
Lummi.
It is my understanding that part of my taxes go to support the county wide bus system. The ferry is another
form of transportation.
All other roads/bridges are county supported
Taxes are already too high; also, the question does not give me enough information to form a 'yes' opinion
The ferry is similar to a bridge. We pay for bridge maintenance all over the country, but in many cases never
use many of them.
Per GMA it should apply to the whole county but the chances of the county voters approving it are low. Since a
new ferry is critical to the island, a ferry district is necessary. However, ferry fares should increase to offset the
cost and reduce the amount of the levy.
I think the cost per thousand concept overburdens the larger properties. The fare to ride should be shared
equally. Furthermore I feel this is a regressive type of approach. An increased tax burden is a potential
hardship more than a small fare increase paid each time it's utilized. Also I support a pay to play system. The
tax grabs all property owners. The fare is assessed only to riders. If you ride you pay - it's equitable.
We pay for road maintenance, etc., throughout the entire county.
Much more discussion on a County wide basis would be needed about ferry taxing district before I could
support it. i.e, What would the money be used for? Capital costs only, operating cost only, fund for future
costs?
Islanders are by far the heaviest users of the ferry and should shoulder the costs.
Islanders don’t like tax districts.
we need to plan for longer term that the life if one second-hand ferry. We’ll be chasing our tails if we only
respond to our immediate needs. Hopefully CRAB funding can help stabilize the ferry “cache”
I feel this is the cost of having a reliable Ferry system
All county residents pay for transportation improvements elsewhere.
The island has many other infrastructure improvements that are more pressing. There are no sidewalks; only
some roads have shoulders and all are too narrow for the combined vehicle and foot tra c we have, There is
no sewage processing (I have lived in two smaller rural communities in the upper-midwest that built sewage
treatment plants and the piping distribution to go with it before the end of the last century. It isn't uncommon
to smell sewage here when out walking or running in the summer.). We don't have a community dock ...
My a rmative answer would include a reduction or elimination of the fee once the new ferry was paid for.
The ferry is primarily for our bene t, so we should be willing to help pay for it.
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Ridership consists mainly of residents of Lummi island
I am happy with the ferry as is. I anticipate, as I age, that I will nd additional
property taxes to be a burden.
No one likes taxes, but I think it makes sense to levy funds from property owners on Lummi Island to pay for
the ferry since we all bene t from it. The matching funds are important and I am willing to contribute my $300
/ year for it. Note: I am not a full time resident of Whatcom county and will therefore not be able to vote.
as a county resident, i think all roads should be supported by all residents equally
We pay for roads that we don't use in the rest of the county.
The Lummi Island ferry is for Whatcom County and therefore should be distributed among its property owners.
There are several places I do not visit in Whatcom County but pay for through my property taxes. I do not have
children yet pay heavily for the Ferndale School District. The ferry and its operating costs should be no
different.
Seems only fair
All county residents are responsible to support county roads whether they use them or not. The ferry is an
extension of the county road system.
Not fond of paying even more property tax
Investing in our future
I support whatever it takes to position us competitively for funding opportunities. We are going to need all the
tools we can get.
It is too open end and not enough information is available. It could easily grow to something way larger than
$200,000.
The ferry is a road like any road in the county and anyone can use it so everyone should pay for it
Raise fares and keep property tax increases at 0-50 cents. Not everyone pays property taxes, but everyone
riding the ferry should share more equally in the cost.
Just like any transportation system in the county, available for all to use.
The tax rates are quite high out there already and there is virtually no beach access and no parks on the Island
despite its obvious appeal.
I believe all property owners should share as equally as possible in ferry costs, because their property values
heavily depend on a good ferry system. Without a ferry district, the full time residents pay a much greater
share.
The ferry is public domain and should be considered to be transportation infrastructure like any other road or
bridge. Anyone can ride the ferry so public transportation funds (local, state and federal) should be used. Ferry
fees are for compensation for speci c use and operation, but we share the capital costs. This is kind of like a
pay as you go bond, so no interest expenses are paid. Would this be a limited time fee structure (like 12.5
years or until the $2.5M is paid)?
A new ferry is necessary. CRAB grants fund capital projects and are not repaid.
We are the primary ferry users, therefore we should pay our share.
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I help pay for many roads and bridges throughout the county that I do not use. Public infra structure
improvements should be paid for by the public.
All property owners require ferry service, even if they don't use it often.
I would prefer not to create another taxing body (see results of the vote on the PRD)
Makes sense
I pay for all roads. Others should as well.
It's a cost of living here.
I expect Lummi Island to become more of a destination place in the future and therefore the cost should be
shared.
We need the maximum CRAB funding to pay for capital costs
we are taxed to pay for bridges, the ferry is our bridge
Since the ferry is a continuation of a county road I think ideally it would be a whole county district.
That is a relatively small sum of money for the value of a fully-functional ferry system.
This is a Whatom County ferry system not a LI ferry.
we don't need more resentment from non-Islanders and it sounds like a LI ferry district would satisfy CRAB
requirements
The ferry to us is the same as a bridge to others
I believe the same standards should apply to the ferry district as to highway/bridge funds, i.e., that we share
the cost burdens across the county even though we don’t all use all of the ferry, roads, and bridges.
Creating a new taxing authority is never a good idea.
We help pay for the bridges over the Nooksack that need replacement, and other road cleanup and repairs for
the whole county. If the taxes I pay now for things UNrelated to the Island and the ferry were 'moved' to a ferry
district, I would be OK with that, but since I am skeptical that would happen, I think the rest of the county can
help us in this case. AND, I am not sure what the island would be getting for it's money for the additional $2.5
million resulting from a ferry district.
Island residents clearly are not the only ones using the ferry, and many county businesses bene t from doing
business on the island; further, as county residents we're supporting all other roads and bridges in the county.
I feel that the ferry is part of the county road system. What would be the cost of a bridge? Then, of course
maintenance for the bridge. We also get county services on the island.
Because Lummi Island residents and U S visitors pay taxes to support road, bridges and other projects
throughout the county. To raise additional money a surcharge could be added to the ferry fee for vehicles with
Canadian license plates.
I think to some degree ferry costs should be funded/subsidized by the broader public (not just frequent ferry
riders), even if that's just on-island.
Such a grant is essential, and the existence of a ferry district is necessary to get it. There will have to be a long
future discussion about how any future assessments for the ferry district might be allocated across different
population groups within the County.
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First, we need the CRAB money and unless the legislature decides otherwise, we need a ferry district to qualify
for CRAB grants. Second, a Lummi Island only ferry district would raise only a small amount of money while
antagonizing anti-tax Islanders. Third, a county wide ferry district is best because the county pays for bridges
that serve other small and remote communities within the county; the same logic applies to Lummi Island. And
fourth, many mainland people in the county bene t from the ferry when they have second homes on the Island,
when they work for or own businesses which sell goods and services to Islanders and when tourists who are
attracted to come to Lummi Island spend their holiday dollars in Whatcom county.
The ferry is part of a county road system. I pay for bridges, road construction all over the county so I shouldn’t
pay in addition to everyone’s tax assessment. If we should end up paying an assessment in addition, a thought
would be to reduce fares for island residents to offset this additional cost and have non islanders pay higher
fares.
Why not? We pay taxes for county bridges and roads that we never use.
Because the ferry is like a road or bridge and should be covered by all people in county just as my taxes are
used for county projects that I don’t like others should pay for ferry.
Property taxes are the best way to raise money for capital projects.
I have no interest in adding to my property tax bill. I'd rather wait in a ferry line.
Leave property taxes out of it.
We pay taxes for county services we use less than do other parts of the County. For example, residents who
live in eastern parts of the county need roads cleared of snow far more often than does LI. Deming had a new
bridge built serving then a few years back. Spreading expenses over large numbers of taxpayers lessens the
pain for everyone.
Island residents are simply not the only ones who bene t from a ferry service.
I would prefer that a county wide ferry tax district be created. If that is not possible then a Lummi Island only
district is needed. CRAB Funding is important for helping to pay capital costs for ferry replacement. I
We all pay for county bridges etc.
It is our only through fare, the same as a bridge or a road
no more taxes!
I pay for bridges in the East County I never use that require county money

(Optional) Do you have any ideas about how a County-wide ferry district
could be justi ed to the County Council and County property owners?
99 responses

no (4)
No (3)
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See above. (3)
see above (2)
No. (2)
the ferry route is a passage way just as all roads and bridges in the county - Islanders should not be exclusively
required to pay for enhancements, improvements and maintenance as they already pay for roads and bridges
throughout the county.
Residents of Whatcom County are privileged to live in one of the most geodiverse areas of the state. We enjoy
beautiful mountains, lakes, rivers, waterways, forests, and farmlands as well as a historic and scenic island.
Our tax dollars help to sustain and provide access to this treasure for all of our county residents.
same as above
Tourism, our contribution to the local economy, and the fact that we are active in county committees and
services.
county people will not pay
Create a Lummi Island marina.
Not really considering the huge nancial support the county taxpayers have provided for the ferry for all these
years.
Like many other services in the County not everyone gets the full bene t from them.
Ditto - All other roads/bridges are county supported
The ferry should be considered a road and part of infrastructure just as any bridge that allows access to
otherwise inaccessible communities. We all pay for roads and bridges that we may never use; the ferry is no
different.
Lummi Island is a huge asset to the county as a tourist attraction and for recreational activities like biking,
hiking, boating and kayaking.
If a county-wide vote was required it would be voted down by the rest of the county.
It is part of the County road system that is supported by the whole county.
not likely to be approved to be realistic
IMO a tax for ferry operations would be a very hard thing to get support for. A tax to help with capital costs
might be presented in a way that would be acceptable, but I think it would be hard. My understanding is that
the Council can form the district on their own, but that to do so might have broad political consequences.
i imagine as with bridges, freeway, port, marina, everyone in the county helps sustain the Whatcom community,
not just one personalized location.
Yes, promote Lummi Island as a tourist destination. Help the island improve its facilities, ie grocery and stores
for bakery and other shops like a small art and shops area. But do not encroach on the rest of the island.
Support kayak companies, and boat companies, help with a public boat launch.
I think this would be an impossible sell; why I said "yes" to the previous question.
Roads are enjoyed by everyone independent of where they live.
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i drive on roads in other parts of the county and other county residents come to lummi island.
This is our highway, just like any other road or bridge in the county that we all pay for.
It is an extension of the roads system as is bridges
I think it is a long shot -- since the county already helps oat our operational costs. But if I had to make the
argument I would point to Lummi as a major draw of tourists in the area that bene ts all and note that there
have been other large projects (e.g. Beach Bay)
not necessary - see above
Good question but I do not have an answer at this time.
All county residents are responsible to support county roads whether they use them or not. The ferry is an
extension of the county road system.
Only thing that comes to mind is the economic value to the county through Lummi Island Tourism, and I am
not sure if that meaningfully impact the county.
The ferry is part of the roads and highway system that bene ts all.
My taxes support the roads throughout Whatcom County. There are many of these roads and bridges I have
helped pay for and have never driven on which is the same for other person helping to pay for the island ferry
they may never board. Taxes on Lummi Island are already higher. We pay more for ferry service on a 5 minute
ride than state ferries on much longer routes. A lot of money is lost because full time employees do not pay
fees for their vehicles or for passengers within their vehicle.
People from all over the County come to the island. Some own second homes here. Some come for business
purposes. We pay for roads and bridges to all their homes and businesses.
Lummi Island is a part of Whatcom County. Islanders taxes go to pay for expenses all over the county. The
county fund is a general use fund for all of the county ( I assume ). An all for one, one for all system?
While I recognize this is a double edged sword, we are a destination place for Whatcom County. When I was
small my parents used to take us to ride the electric trolleys and we made a day of it. Riding the ferry, bike
riding, the artist events are all things that bene t Whatcom County ( I think this can be shown in the number of
out of town visitors we attract and those people pass through the County and the Nation on their way here). I
also recognize that we need to be more welcoming of guests. It is unrealistic to assume we can live in
isolation. I would rather get ahead of it and plan for it.
Everybody uses bridges and since the landings are considered bridges everybody should pay.
Visitors to Lummi also bring revenue to the rest of the county--e.g. Bellingham restaurants.
above
See above. All public services are administered unequally....people without children pay for schools, people
who are not do not need or want the police force, re department, water district, etc etc etc. pay for bene ts
that bene t our county.....whether it is an equally distributed bene t in our county or not. It is people from
Whatcom or other counties that tax the system during summer months. The system functions effectively
overall for the folks that live on lummi, work in the county, etc.
Yes, eliminate the lease and long drive from town, run the new ferry from Fairhaven to the non-defunct quarry,
and put a park (or 10) on the Island- the so-called "pearl of the county." (Start with one at the quarry/new
terminal itself.) And, enforce the public trust doctrine, so the public can use the beaches. (It's the law, and if the
county would stop avoiding that fact in support of the landowners, and instead act to protect the public's
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resources like Oregon, Hawaii, California did, etc, the public in return might support its own access to those
resources....)
If Lummi Islanders help pay for bridges in other parts of the county, the ferry system is somewhat equivalent
to a bridge that the rest of the county should help pay for.
I think it should be included in overall road/bridge/ferry infrastructure funding.
A ferry is a bridge. Property owners share the cost of bridges including the construction or maintenance of
same.
Let's not even try to propose one. Not politically palatable.
Reduce road taxes.
I don't cross many bridges or use many roads in Whatcom county. Nor do I use many of the parks, yet I pay to
support them as they are part of the county. The ferry is part of the county road system and costs should be
shared throughout the county.
It is a public road. We all participate in funding roads.
Lummi Islanders pay taxes and property taxes just like any other county resident (in fact higher because of the
volume of waterfront that comes with an island). We should be able to expect a viable access road (ferry) to
our properties just like everyone else that use public roads to access their homes and businesses. Don't
agree? Great. Reduce our property tax by 75% to make up for the value.
Its our own through-way, same as a bridge or road.
have a public park on Lummi island
The ferry is essentially a bridge and part of the highway system
Public Works paid very large amounts to build bridges over the Nooksack to serve a small number of homes
and perhaps that responsibility could transfer to creating the county-wide ferry district.
Good luck. Let's look at the least accessible LOS needed for LI for all of Whatcom Co.
Not at the present time
Negative
The ferry is, in essence, a 'road' to Lummi Island. It already exists, and is needed. Just like paying for
occasional improvements to Meridian Avenue that the whole county pays for, we also occasionally have to ask
for improvements needed for our 'road'.
the ferry is part of the County transportation system, like every other road & bridge, should be paid for by all.
Not everyone uses every road or bridge, but pays into the common system (city & town residents should be
included)
Island residents are not the only people using the ferry; many county businesses do business on the island;
islanders support roads and bridges all over the county; the cost could be far less per taxpayer if spread
across the county; the Willows alone pulls tourism to the county
They pay for schools and roads as well as we do.
Spreading the burden to the 200,000 county property owners would be a very small increase in property tax.
More than just Lummi Island residents use the ferry. It is an asset for the county,
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better ferry service = improved property value
See above Also, Lummi brings tourists to Whatcom County who spend money throughout the county and
thereby increase tax revenue.
The ferry provides a public service that many County residents enjoy - and a ferry district could provide greater
awareness/appreciation for the ferry and island.
The ferry is the only highway to Lummi Island, and is no different from any other road or bridge in the County.
Every road serves all comers, however few people live on it or use it. Everyone has a measurable bene t from
having an integrated road system that reaches and serves every location.
Lummi Island Nature and Community is a rare jewel. The County should invest and promote tourism That is
Pedestrian and Conservation oriented and Open up a Tests only Campsite for Walkers and Hikers and bike
riders. So people can experience Small town personal Dynamics. as well as Create a Closed complete green
energy system as an example in Sustainability for the rest of the County/State/Country etc....Green Energy is
Outspacing Fossil Fuel Economy
Shut down a bridge across the Nooksack and tell them it will be opened when there is money for it from their
neighborhood (sarcasm). Proposed that each geographic or political district take responsibility for their own
transportation district....no longer have a general fund for any area. Create a new way to do business....in
general
It’s only fair.
I pay taxes for things I don’t use - children to attend schools off Lummi Island and for roads I don’t drive on and
for other things in the county that I have never or will never use.
I don’t need to pay for anything off island if they can’t help with ferry, it’s a road!
I think it would be a hard sell countywide
No, and it shouldn't be county-wide. It's an LI issue!
We help pay for their roads, bridges, etc. and the ferry is used by people other than islanders.
The ferry could be considered no different from any bridge in Whatcom County. All property owners contribute
to all bridges, whether they use them or not.
See above
State ferries are paid for by State residents, not the cities they serve. Likewise Whatcom county should pay for
the ferry it runs.
Don't county council and county property owners get free bridges?
Cannot be justi ed as the ferry service is primarily used by Lummi Island property owners.
Lummi Island draws many visitors to What comes County. Both on island and off island businesses bene t
from having ferry service to the island.
We all pay for county bridges and Port projects etc.
Yes, the ferry service crossing is the same as a bridge or a road.
Oh please - why would you waste your time in such a stupid effort - the rest of the county has absolutely no
interest or sympathy in our transportation problems!
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I think not...
The whole county bene ts from ferry service to Lummi Island, such as: Maintenance and repair service
businesses, visitors to restaurants, vacation rentals, open arts and other events. Analogy - really no difference
between having ferry service or a bridge over the Nooksack River connecting to Lynden.
Lummi Island is part of Whatcom County & needs basic services - such as reliable means to cross the water.
We all pay taxes for county roads, many we never use. But other members of our community live in these
places & also need reliable means to get home. Common good.
* It is essentially a county public road - everyone in Whatcom County pays for public roads
* Some of my real estate tax dollar may go to pay for a bridge in the East part of the county, which I rarely or
never use - its basically the same.
The County funds bridges that allow County residents access to their homes and areas where they live. Island
residents deserve equal access, but a bridge is obviously not an option. A ferry gives equal access.
It probably can't in this day and age.
Is part of the road system and should be considered as bridges, etc. elsewhere that we never use.

5. In order to plan for future generations, I support creating a ferry
replacement fund for the next round of vessel and dock improvements
(40+ years from now).
207 responses
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6. If a ferry replacement fund is created, I believe the fund should be
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supported by (check all that apply):
207 responses
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Vessel Size

Which size vessel would you prefer?
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207 responses

20vehicle capacity
28vehicle capacity

45.9%

34vehicle capacity
24vehicle capacity
24
24 car

17.4%

24 vechicle capacity
24 vehicle capacity

24.2%
1/4

Why? (optional)
116 responses

Bigger boats cost about the same to operate. Finding you guessed wrong in 2040 is not acceptable. Our Chief
20 car vessel replaced a 6 car ferry 60 years ago. They got it right.
I anticipate greater growth in ferry use. This will help support that growth.
4 more vehicles per run should satisfy the impatient ones that want a bigger ferry without adding prohibitive
costs for widening and deepening the ferry landing
Cost/Bene t ratio seems to favor the 34 ft. ferry
I don't believe the ridership gures are accurate and believe the 28 vehicle capacity will provide what we need.
Convenience and ease of boarding vessel
common sense. facts. 6 ferry trips back-ups. weather. safety. more and more people and cars. delivery trucks.
service people/ trucks. larger loads. re trucks. forest re bulldozers. ect.
Cost and need.
Population growth
The 28 capacity is an improvement to the current vessel and the 34 capacity seems to be a reach given the
projections, funding needs, etc. I also feel ill-prepared to make a decision and I've studied as much as I can. It
seems very risky to toss this out to the public because it is such a di cult proposal to comprehend without
study and research. I would trust the decision of LIFAC rather than a vote of people.
After reading Richard Frye's summary and analysis, I am in agreement with the 24 sized ferry as a compromise
between a 20 and 34 car ferry- this seems to be a better size to serve the unknown population increase.
Seems plenty for 20-30 years when we would likely need a new plan
Is the most economic choice for all aspect, vehicles, dock use, loading time, etc.
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Makes more sense. Why not pay a little more to get capacity for possible more growth than expected?
Thinking of future population, they will be mighty glad we chose to have the larger boat
Having to wait for a ferry every once in a while is not and should not be an important consideration for
someone living on Lummi. It is part of the 'charm'. I do not want to see it too convenient to access Lummi as
this would increase visitors and tra c on the Island.
With s shorter wait time more trips are possible.
Growth demands a larger ferry
Future lack of water on the island may inhibit population growth
KPFF is right. We need the Hiyu to carry is until we get a new vessel.
To be blunt, I time my trips to correspond to lower usage or if necessary frequent run periods.
Growth in ridership not signi cant and 20 passenger ferry now serves needs well.
Allowing for no projected growth is short sighted
Best long term investment.
Seems like a good idea to meet future demand.
Don’t think we need to make it easier to get here.
The number of passengers during peak hours will require the max or more waiting, regardless of whether the
ferry can carry 10 cars. we may bene t by more trips per day as well as by having a no-car ferry that takes
passengers to Bellingham during peak hours. people could use it to walk to most errands in town and connect
quickly with transportation there. —- any chance that would be possible?
I do not want 20, I feel there will be more services offered by the county and we need to get on the boat.
County vehicles alone take up a portion of the ferry. I would support 24 or 28 but 20 is too small for what the
new IBC and new codes alone require to maintain our properties.
More bang for the buck
Is our island's infrastructure ready for the increased development that a larger ferry would enable?
Based upon above info seems most e cient and cost effective.
Economies of scale. Relatively small increase in capital and operating costs, given what is likely to be an
increase in ridership (and therefore income).
future demand is only a very rough estimate of growth and need for ferry service
We need to think long-term. Also, a larger vehicle would mean fewer trips. I'd really like us to think about
moving people, not vehicles! Use of fossil fuels is not helping any of us.
We would be better able to comply with safety and maintenance issues in the years this ferry would be in use.
In 2060 there is only a one ferry wait and in 2040 there is still extra space
( evening peak on Aug weekday)
cost differential is nominal and the effectiveness is greater
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I nd the current ferry adequate. We need more incentives for passengers only ridership. I walk on the ferry. I
leave a car on Gooseberry Point and have an old island car.
A 20 car ferry won't keep up with current demand and a 28 car ferry has been shown to be the equivalent. I
think a 34 car ferry is the only responsible choice going forward. Given the operational costs are only
marginally different we owe it to future generations to go for the larger ferry.
infrastructure demands for larger vessel
Prefer 24 vehicle proposed by Rich Frye
The capital cost difference between the 28 and the 34 is small overall, and the operating costs are nearly the
same. However, the 28-vehicle boat will not meet the projected ridership demand for the full life of the vessel,
while the 34-vehicle boat will.
Because you get a bigger bang for your buck . . . the annual operating cost is almost the same as all the other
options, yet we get more vehicles and greater space for the larger vehicles such as cement trucks and
appliance trucks.
Meets the ridership needs most of the time
Appears to have the least unused capacity during the ferry's life time.
Meets future demand, not sure why we are considering anything less
Minimal difference between 28 and 34 vehicle capacity operating expenses and CAPEX ($1.5 mm). Investing
for the future as e cient cost differential.
Going to the time and expense of any replacement ferry is huge. We may as well make it last as long as
possible by anticipating future needs as far out as possible.
It is the best compromize
Figures for 2060 seem too high.
Makes the most sense to me.
I really prefer a 28 because I think enough things will change in 20 years that it will still be enough for us, but
given that costs are about the same, the number of trucks we have that need access to provide us goods and
services and the potential that in a dire emergency we may need to go somewhere besides Gooseberry Point,
a bigger boat is a better choice.
I like 3 trips/hr
I see no reason in investing in a ferry that won't meet future needs.
Better option for future (and prices will go up).
The frequency of 3-per-hour runs is key, & only maintained with a smaller ferry.
if we have to wait in line for fewer runs on a larger ferry or wait in line and take the next ferry because the ferry
is full it is the same.
small difference in cost, future growth
I don't think it has been demonstrated that the island needs to accept or can handle increased cars by
eliminating the current constraint of the ferry. Additional free parking and walk on passengers will increase
success of those who must take there vehicle on or off. The third run per hour of a 20 vehicle ferry delivers 60
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vehicles/hour; and, the 28 vehicle ferry gets a max of 56/hour while the 34 vehicle vessel only gets 8 more
vehicles/hour at peak time but will be underutilized the rest of the time and costs $200k more to run. More
information and transparent analysis please to clarify. I didn't see clear reason to go larger in the detailed
information provided. Might have more success highlighting the sections to support this to draw attention of
the readers. So much information to digest.
Total expenses, normal ridership
I believe a 24 vehicle ferry would have a 10 minute one way trip time like the chief, because it would have
quicker loading due to straight ferry lanes and quicker passenger load-unload. Loading could be further
enhanced if the crew has access to images from the queue lanes to plan their lane distribution of vehicles
before loading begins. Unsymmetrical peak loading (full ferry in one direction only) would further reduce
average one way trip time. The smaller ferry would have lower boat, maintenance, operation, and infrastructure
costs compared to a 28 or 34 vehicle ferry. My second choice would be a 28 vehicle boat, because I believe it
would often also be capable of 10 minute average trip times.
Energy e ciency of single boat would indicate a 28 vehicle ferry is optimum, however having the Watcom
Chief as a backup is more expensive that getting two smaller ferries that can be used during peak times, but
one during off peak or drydock. Redundancy is important.
Based on conservative estimates by KPFF, it would best meet transportation needs in 40 years.
It would offer an immediate 50% capacity increase that would be su cient for the better part of the planning
period and would run at a more affordable cost in long term maintenance than a larger boat. The LOS is more
complex than mathematical calculations - it needs to respect the stated island preference that the culture of
the island not be negatively impacted by a boat so large as to serve the convenience of tourists and a single
island business rather than residents.
You don't need to invent another ferry. Go buy one from the Galveston Texas system. Designing is a waste of
money and time.
Best for the long term
Think long term, So future generations are not stuck with poor decisions as in the past.
I think that we're going to need the additional capacity
frequent runs
This was explained well LIFAC and other mtns
Never got a great deal on a "new" vessel. Always have got a great deal on "used"
Reduced wait times
I think we will see an in ux of younger telecommuters if long ferry wait lines are not an issue, good for the
overall health of the island economy, school, and community. Really, nobody wants a long ferry wait line.
Revising a new schedule around a larger vessel will be the tricky part, or not, if it is on the half-hour. But that
does not allow for crew breaks. Has kpff factored in crew breaks in their ridership calculation?
This seems to be the most e cient option based on the study.
Please refer to the analysis of Richard Frye
Based on the research it looks like the best choice although if vehicle use is reduced due to high fuel costs it
might be a better option to go with the 28 car ferry.
That is the best match for the current and future capacity needs.
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LI is a rural residential island. The transportation plan does not need to fund for seasonal tourism, nor a
commercial tourist industry zone. Keep the vision real.
Part of the great thing about the Island Is slowing down life. If you have to wait for a ferry relax and enjoy the
view!
I expect Lummi to grow
meets projected need and should reduce extreme wait times
The 28 was my rst choice but there are to many what if's and the operational costs are not different enough
so 34 is the safe choice.
I can’t justify building a ferry based on peak summer ridership.
'Better than today' points me to the 28 or 34 vehicle capacity. But my answer partially depends upon whether
or not 'two lane loading' happens or not. And when looking at the operating costs, a 20 car ferry also may be
an option. I will defer to others regarding this.
During most of the year, waiting 20 minutes for the next ferry is entirely reasonable. Waiting 30 minutes is
harder; particularly if having to wait for several runs at peak time (for instance 60 minutes instead of 40).
My uncle Jerry McDonald felt that the 20-car ferrry was the optimum size for the waters of Hales Passage.
I feel that would be large enough to last until it becomes necessary for the ferry to run to Bellingham or
e cient boats are available.
I don’t expect ridership to increase as much as you have estimated.
Increased capacity for almost the same operating cost is good.
I tend to think that to some degree the "you build it they will come" adage probably applies here, and I'd like to
see the ferry to continue serving as somewhat of a limiting factor in access/growth on the island. It also
seems like people drive (rather than walk) onto the ferry far more often than necessary, and I'd love to see
more done to encourage/facilitate pedestrian ridership (in lieu of car/driver ridership, where people have the
option).
I have written extensively on this. The short version is that the short distance of our ferry run makes loading
and loading time approximately equal to transit time. Any advantage to a larger vessel is largely offset by its
longer turnaround time, creating a very strong bias toward a smaller vessel (24-26 cars) that is speci cally
designed for highly e cient loading and unloading.
1- The 24-vehicle ferry maintains the exibility of the Chief in adding/subtracting runs to respond to peak
demand periods. 2. The 24-vehicle ferry will more closely track actual demand for ferry crossings compared to
the 34-vehicle ferry which will have lots of unused deck space as it sails back and forth for at least the rst
two decades after it goes into service. 3. The 24-vehicle option has lower capital and operating costs. The
capital cost savings realized with the 24-vehicle ferry can be used to accelerate implementation of
simultaneous two lane loading on both sides, reducing dwell time and increasing throughput. And lower
operating costs translate directly into lower fares compared to the 34-vehicle option. 4. Politically, always aim
for the "Goldilocks & the Three Bears" narrative, in which LIFAC/PWD offer the Council three options (20, 24
and 34) rather than just one very high end option.
keep costs low. Restrict access for vehicles to preserve community-Conserve Energy--Reduce /preserve costly
Road Maintenance on Island
The ferry is a part of a total transportation system for the island. The roads really can’t handle the tra c
now...preparing for more cars is not the best approach....we need passenger ferry and van services or golf
carts approved
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I commute everyday and I’m frequently on a half-full ferry as it is.
I think projections based on summer high ridership are awed
Overall is the best bang for the bucks.
As long as it can be used for larger loads like modular house parts it would be nice the current ferry doesn’t
support our needs to build a home and is useless for the taxes paid by those who can pay them.
More exability to handle peak times and seasons
The new ferry would be bigger anyway from a safety standpoint and I don't thing the larger ferry is worth the
extra cost and maintenance . The number of cars transported comes close to the same number per hour at full
running.
Other (16)

Propulsion System Options

Which propulsion system would you prefer?
207 responses

traditional diesel
hybrid diesel electric
Dieselelectric (not a hybrid).

60.4%

See below
I prefer the option that is m…

Diesel electric (no batteries)
I think an All Electric Ferry…

32.4%

electric, or other sustainable

1/3

Why? (optional)
98 responses
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Reliability and cost (2)
Expandable to all electric in the future
too little experience with hybrids that can cost much more to repair
Less dependence on fossil fuel. More environmentally friendly
Less complicated
future electrical improvements. batteries, wind mill on island to make elec. for ferry. in 40 years who knows
what will be. develop for future changes.
Add in the environmental costs of manufacturing the batteries, and disposing of them when they are
replaced...are there any true reductions on pollution or is it just passing the pollution to some other location
(China perhaps).
E ciency and operating cost.
Less costly.
Again, this should be an informed decision which may be far beyond what most of us are able to understand. I
would trust the LIFAC to decide.
Bene ts are worth it.
Less expensive - more reliable
It appears that this is the least expensive and most dependable option.
Cost
Diesel systems are very reliable, plus, parts/technicians are readily available and cost effective. Each time you
add another propulsion system it adds to the costs (purchase, maintenance, repair) and compromises the
reliability. KISS (keep it simple stupid) maximum applies here.
Costs appear similar. Replacement time extended. Green options don't hurt.
Good compromise.
long term quality of both transport and water/air
I do not have a strong opinion for either. I only want effeciency
Only ethical solution, unless we could get a solar powered vessel
It is a proven combination used by all of the world's railroads. It would provide much torque at low rpm, which
should be better for low speed maneuvering than direct drive diesel, that's why it works well for trains, and it
could be engineered to be ready for hybrid conversion.
More environmentally friendly
We drive a Leaf and a Prius and see elimination of fossil fuel as a must do ASAP!
I am dubious of the reliability and maturity of the technology.
Lower carbon emissions, diesel fuel pollutes water, higher initial costs offset by
advantages to environment
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I value the reviews of the consultants. While the total reliance on electric isn't viable right now (short time at
the dock doesn't allow for the time to adequately recharge), etc, it seems that technological advances in this
area would soon allow a totally electric vessel. Solar powered batteries, etc.
And, I would like to know that we who live on the Island could gure out how to make the improvements
needed in Electric Generator power in the electronic future which we know will be needed! To ignore future
needs of the Island is just short sighted, in my estimation.
I would prefer all electric, but it seems too expensive.
Climate change is real
I think the current ferry design is adequate.
Simply for the ability for it to be converted in the future. I don't expect diesel fuel to be powering the majority of
vessels in 30 years.
availability and service
All the advantages especially maneuverability is bad weather, environmentally better, average maintenance
costs close (and with battery & fuel costs lowering then its even closer.)
Traditional motors are much easier to diagnose and x, and parts are more available.
It is most reliable
Least cost alternative and reliable.
Has ability to convert to all electric which will be the wave of the future
Take advantage of new technology developments in the future and potential option to move to all electric at
some point.
Electric will get cheaper and we should rely less on fossil fuels.
Seems like the most sensible method.
I would like to choose and pay for an option that will allows us to be a sensitive to environment as possible. It
seems affordable.
maybe conversion to all electric would be feasible in the future
more reliable
fuel savings
greenhouse gas emissions - less fuel
This needs to be reliable. There has been tremendous increases in effectiveness and e ciency and the "green
attributes" of the ever reliable diesel engine. We have successfully run with one vessel successfully on this
system since 1962. The hybrid diesel cannot say the same. I drive a Tesla. I love it. And, it is bleeding edge
technology for how it is used. I have a second car. It does not make sense to have a separate backup vessel.
Invest in the most reliable rst, then use the energy to decide between the other factors.
Abundant re nery production in Washington.
This would get the maneuverability advantages of a diesel electric ferry from the start, As battery costs drop
and funding is available, it could be upgraded to a hybrid. Eventually it might make sense to make it electric
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only, perhaps with diesel as a backup.
The energy e ciency cost savings over the life of the drive system will likely keep the costs of operation
comparable. A better estimate of fuel savings needs to be considered. Based on the savings land based
hybrids give, it should be about 30%
Advances in battery life and costs 40 years from now may well offset projected gures given on the charts.
Diesel engine powered boats may well be obsolete by 2060.
Flexibility to adopt future technology.
This was a tough call, but in the end, I'm not con dent enough in the hybrid technology, despite the
environmental advantages.
Environmental concerns
I believe the cost of electricity is going to go down and the cost of fuel will go up.
Also better for the environment and our future.
Most dependable
Better for environment and long term exibility
I CANNOT support if it's going to cost more to purchase AND to run
above
Internal combustion engines are still the best bang for the buck and are only getting more e cient.
The earth
Environmental
Easier to upgrade to all-electric in the future.
It appears more e cient and kinder to the environment.
most reliable
I think that we are at a time in history when alternatives to petroleum fuels are important.
It's a toss-up. At the end of the day, I would go with whichever is expected to be more reliable.
fossil fuels will become more expensive and electric will decline
It provides us with the option of utilizing electric in the future if it becomes more feasible.
Hybrid's have emission issues and maintenance costs are higher.
the price of diesel isn't going to stay low forever (if it is still there at all in 2040).
practical, well-tested, exibility to change in future
It just makes sense, looking toward climate and technological elements
I don't see a savings of much over time
Expectation that the cost of diesel will rise faster than the cost of electric.
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Environmental concerns. We have a hybrid car that works really ne.
It’s the most cost effective.
Better for the environment!
diesel will get more and more expensive in the near future with likely carbon taxes. The hybrid option is likely
to show decreasing costs over time as technology improves.
The county can later upgrade to an all electric ferry more easily with a hybrid diesel electric than a traditional
diesel only propulsion system. This upgrade could be triggered by a carbon tax and/or improvements to the
power infrastructure on the Lummi Island side. Also, it appeals politically in a 'go green" environment.
Fossil fuel is loosing out to Green Energy think forward invest in Sustainability Share Power with all Island-Wind and Solar Power Station
Better for the environment
Flexible and lower carbon.
less environmental impact
Cleaner
E ciency and lower environmental impact.
RELIABLE, SIMPLE (KISS), LEAST EXPENSIVE
I like that it would reduce carbon emissions. The additional cost is minimal compared to the overall operating
cost.
Diesel electric technology is e cient and proven technology (witness railroads)
Environmentaly better
I believe that this system gives more options for taking advantage of future improvements in storage battery
capabilities and has less environmental impact then a strictly diesel propulsion system. If and when the
technology and electrical shoreside infrastructure became cost effective conversion to all electric or plug in
hybrid conversion easier to make.
more fuel e cient, fewer carbon emissions
This would reduce the three engines running to one engine, the primary generator, feeding the electric motors
and on board electrical needs...no batteries needed. Surprised KPFF has such limited knowledge about marine
propulsion.
who needs all those batteries - weight, etc.
better for environment!
less environmental impact & quieter.
appears the only real option. Diesel is evolving.
Flexibility
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Terminal and Operational Improvements

1. A oating dock and loading ramp is proposed for passenger-only ferry
loading during dry dock or dock maintenance, as well as to provide
emergency access for US Coast Guard or Whatcom County Sheriff. It
would cost approximately $426,250 on the Lummi Island side and
$280,000 on the Gooseberry Point side. Right now it takes about a day to
stage and install the oating docks for the passenger ferry, and another
day to remove them. Having permanent docks would eliminate about
$30,000 of those annual operating costs. Do you favor constructing these
oating docks?
207 responses

Yes

35.3%

No

64.7%

Why? (optional)
78 responses
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But only if public access is understood to be available during the year on the Lummi side, as we will likely pay
for most of it.
we've needed emergency access and alternative access.... enough said
Being able to provide foot ferry service in a short period of time in the case of the main ferry being out of
service.
Best economic alternative and ensure prompt response time when needed.
Safety
charter vessels, police, medical, freight barges, mail.
I don't know enough about this issue and would certainly trust LIFAC to determine the need. This isn't really a
vote since I can't leave it blank.
Cost
Would absolutely be useful. We don't have any docks here on Lummi Island.
there are operating costs in addition to the construction costs as well as replacement costs, which need to be
included in this evaluation.
Worth it
Since these oating docks are at least partially for CG and County use, the nancial burden should not be on
Lummi Island.
Tough call. It would be nice to have easier access for Emergency services, but this is expensive. My opinion
could easily be swayed.
Sounds sensible if weather and tides permit
The current system seems to su ce
While these new docks are expensive if one holds the annual oating dock set up cost a $30K, which is most
likely not realistic, that extended cost would cover permanent docks in 23 years.
It would provide extra service/convenience and would pay for itself after ~20 years.
Like the idea if permanent.
We need to get out of the passenger ferry business. We can rent a trek or rent the Hyu for the dry dock but I
feel we should not be paying for either docks.
Will pay for itself eventually.
Seems appropriate with emergent capability and e ciencies at dry dock
Reduction in operating costs and e ciency would seem to justify the expense.
Greater accessibility in emergencies
Passenger-only enhancements need to be made.
don't really have a strong opinion
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Emergency private boat otilla docking for when the ferry unexpectedly breaks down
We do ne without them. They would require maintenance. Dry dock is a minor inconvenience .
There is a 25+ year payback for this and the inconvenience of one day of conversion just doesn't seem to
justify the cost.
Call me old-fashion . . . I enjoy the times with a passenger only ferry. The island is so quiet and peaceful. I don't
mind the extra days added to install and dismantle the oating docks.
Don’ need then verses the high cost and then their maintenance
Emergency access improved.
For emergency situations, its seems like it should be a requirement
slight inconvenience.... I would reconsider given a compelling safety recommendation.
Other boaters will probably use the dock more than sheriff/ passengers
More e cient and perhaps cost effective in the long run.
Convenience. I would also urge consideration of allowing public use of these docks for loading and unloading
private craft on the Lummi Is. side as there is no public dock space on the island.
This is a convenience and safety measure. If implemented, I think the LIFAC and the County should develop a
policy for other uses beyond Coast Guard and Sheriff, like private water taxi (as a regular service in summer or
just in emergencies) and ambulance boats (if such things exist).
slight reduction in cost
Don't know which to choose. I see the advantages, but it is very expensive.
This is a wonderful idea & sorely needed.
save in long run
not cost effective
Not cost justi ed from what I could see. With all due respect to this very lengthy process upon which I nd
myself commenting toward the end....Is this a process to change operating costs that impact fares to capital
costs?
chicken feed
The Lummi Island side passenger only dock would not be protected from weather from the north, which would
make it high maintenance, and unusable part of the time. That might also apply to the gooseberry side. I would
give more support to having temporary docks that are quicker and easier to deploy and remove than the
present temporary docks.
It's more important on the Lummi side. The Gooseberry point marina plans should include a suitable dock.
Look at alternate docking areas such as the quarry or Scenic Estates.
In 20 years, the operating costs would have nearly paid for the proposed docks.
Winter storms could be more costly
Safety and emergency purposes
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It is a logical step in providing needed boat accessibility to an island. However it should be a public dock not
just for emergency.
Safety, long-term thinking
Initial capital cost and long-term additional maintenance cost does not seem worth it.
Reduces operating costs and offers a ready-to-go alternative if the ferry is down for repairs.
Because this whole vision is not tied to realistic cost projections.
Long term a savings and Safety issues.
Makes both the best practical and economic sense.
I would support the 280K for the Lummi side, not the Gooseberry side
No costs for ongoing maintenance and operation of passenger dock and walkway provided. The $30k 'annual
operating cost advantage' could easily evaporate with one big NE storm damage. The notion that Sheriff would
somehow use passenger ferry to get to LI and then... what, walk wherever needed? keep a squad car on island
just in case? use a private vehicle? hasn't been thought through or even mentioned. Might be problems with
private boaters deciding to use it even with many KEEP OFF signs -- how would that be enforced? what liability
would County have for adding what might very well become an 'attractive nuisance' to the system?
I'm on the fence on this one. For emergencies, it seems like good insurance--and I'm concerned about the
annual cost to set up the temp docs. On the other hand, I'm not convinced that the infrequency of use warrants
the additional $700,000 to establish--in addition to the space needed to set these up.
The bene ts are not worth the money.
No strong opinions here.
no opinion, insu cient information
Yes if the Coast Guard and the Police pay $ for some of the Construction and Maintenance from Property
Taxes for Whole County
Lower the cost.
We need more police support on island
More e cient nancially and avoids annual labor expenditures.
Too much money.
Extra cost not worth the payback - above provided comments con rm there is not a current need for
improvements to the Lummi Island ferry dock. So, why would anyone be so hot to spend $426,250 when it is
not necessary?
I don't think the added cost is justi ed. Because of the winter weather, I believe that the maintenance cost
could be signi cant.
It would take more than 24 years of 30k savings to pay off the expense of this doc. That's not including
interest cost.
Too expensive
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Permanently installed docks would be an asset during dry dock and during construction and repair of vehicle
dock. The temporary ramps and docks now used are not easy to navigate for a person in a wheelchair or for
frail or in rm individuals. Saving $30,000 per year will pay for the docks in less than 25 years.
The cost of maintaining these permanent docks will not be insigni cant.
Onlhy if open to public as a pier
It would be great to have another dock for safety purposes.
want permanent dock
too expensive for rare occasions needed
Cost does not seem prohibitive in relation to bene t.

2. Do you support Whatcom County moving forward to acquire private
property at Gooseberry Point for the future long range upland development
option as long as owners are willing to sell?
207 responses

Yes
No

17.4%

82.6%

Why? (optional)
74 responses

permanency for the island ferry should be a priority, avoiding the need for further negotiated leases of the
landing
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Would enable better parking and queing space.
location. willing to sell!
This question in your survey is leading the respondents to an answer. Everyone will answer yes since you
added "as long as owners are willing to sell". I know of only one homeowner at this time, willing to sell to the
county and that's because they can't sell to anyone else without disclosing the dock issue. I am a Gooseberry
resident whose home has been targeted for this issue. I am not in favor nor will I ever sell my home to the
county. To think ANYONE would condone the purchase of private homes and waterfront property to turn into a
parking lot is unthinkable........even if those people wished to sell. It is my understanding that this kind of
shoreline usage would be almost impossible to permit and the requirements for environmental impact would
be cost prohibitive. Something no one makes mention. Just moving the Gooseberry dock to a location west of
the store would render several home owner's property worthless and the mere suggestion has already has
done just that. Currently, homeowners faced with the possibility of living next to a ferry dock, are unable to sell
their home. My discussion with the Lummi Nation regarding this dock issue made it clear to me that after this
current contract agreement is up, there will be no future agreements. Does that only hold true for the current
location? or, will there be a new agreement with similar HUGE nancial constraints (monthly fees, yearly fees)
when or if the dock is moved west of the store? Movement anywhere on Gooseberry Point still requires using
Lummi Nation tidelands. If this isn't true, where does the truth lie and why are there not disclosures about
discussions with the Lummi Nation about the future of the Gooseberry dock? Was the assumption made that
acquiring private property for the dock would mean the county would no longer have to pay the Lummi Nation
for use of their tidelands?
Not worth the ght- Lummi Nation has always owned tidal lands to the highest mean tide- would still have to
lease the tidelands even if private property was obtained.
Makes business sense. Maximize your options.
Long range future will require this.
I think it would save money and I think it would remove Lummi Nation further from the equation.
Only thing feasible for the long term. Price paid for homes should be high enough for the ability to acquire
comparable replacement.
This is the only option viable without fees to the Lummi Tribe. You need to pay high enough prices to get the
home owners motivated. Give them an options contract for a future event. Only buy one unit if you can buy all
units.
I need more information, but the trouble dealing with the tribe seems tenuous. Expanding just makes a bigger
project with more potential pitfalls. Additional parking is a valid consideration.
This offers the greatest long term situation for the system.
Deeded, not Lummi land.
I feel they should buy up property now. Also the Lummi shore road will go away eventually. We need a good
Ferry landing. And this is it. Put our money here and not in paying the tribe.
I also feel the county may have to build around,but most of these owners over time will sell,
If this is a long term solution that will not require later approval by the Tribe. Is the land tribally owned, or
actually private?
Finally a solution to making the parking and terminal facilities safe, sanitary and e cient.
The expenses does not seem to be justi able. It would be more cost-effective to run a shuttle bus from a "park
and ride" type of lot during dry dock.
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Willingness to sell depends on private homeowners inclusion in planning process. Noti cation of project didn't
occur until late in planning process. Most residents are unwilling to deal with county and the cumbersome,
drawn-out processes it employs. Why are Gooseberry Point residents being asked to sacri ce their homes and
properties for expansion of a ferry system that doesn't directly bene t them? Increased queing, parking can be
accommodated by better use of existing non-fee simple spaces. There is a question that has not been
answered about this project or that is not available to many of us: what is role and views of Lummi Tribe
counsel and residents? What is planned for marina?
I think this is unrealistic. I will be expensive and I have not heard that any owners are interested in selling.
I would like us to proceed very carefully with this as neither I (nor apparently does the county) really want to
suggest/exercise eminent domain. But I would like to have a fund to purchase property as it becomes
available (even if it is simply converted to parking)
what if they are not..... no fan of eminent domain
Because this will take a long time so you want to get a jump on it. The land lease with the Lummi Tribe will
only get worse with lots of litigation costs coming to the county. Let's look ahead to getting out of the lease
and settling this once and for all.
Make best long term nancial/logistical sense
More exibility we have the better
Would be a nice to have an option that minimize the need for Lummi Nation Permitting.
Eventually this will have to be done as current dock will be unavailable after 2046
Makes sense.
We need to take control of our future away from the Tribe. This should be a priority.
This should be a very long term solution if they do not want to sell. I do not support using eminent domain
proceedings of other people's homes for our sole bene t, especially if satellite parking areas coupled with
electronic noti cation of when to proceed to the dock can be explored and implemented.
Eliminate controversy and stabilize dock issues
less problems with Lummi Nation
No choice. Neutral
more room for lines and parking
creates an additional alternative location
Everything is typically for sale for a price. If no feasible options exist without using this beautiful beachfront for
temporary or full time parking during drydock, I guess it should be considered. But it will be very expensive,
and, I would hope the solution did not require acquiring the beautiful land on the beach for this purpose.
Get out of there!!!! The Tribe doesn't want us. The price keeps going up. The long drive keeps getting longer
and slower. The dock is already built in Fairhaven. The Quarry is virtually a park already. One bigger boat with
less trips right into town spells a viable future for the Island with no more changes for a very long time. Why
didn't this come up last time? It should have been taken for public use then. (In retrospect, dah!!) Was I the only
person who knew that *&%><@ Quarry was not going to operate forever?
Yes, as long as it is done so that land acquired will be useful soon after being purchased, perhaps for
additional queuing or parking space.
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Parking during the drydock or walking only ferry situation is critical
It is the best solution for permanent development when property becomes available and an end to expensive
operating costs presently paid to the Lummi Nation.
Reduction in long term operating expense.
The ferry line issue on Gooseberry needs to be addressed
In the long run in will cost us less. Removing any nancial dealing with Lummi Nation is the best.
Current situation needs improving
Yes, that property is perfect. However, it is not all available nor likely to be, especially since it is waterfront. One
block farther and on the Eastside of the road are less valuable homes and ones more likely to be acquired.
While not perfectly convenient, it may be the most likely available and much cheaper. Fencing, security camera,
lighting, pre-pass entry, would give us more safe walk-on options and secure parking.
Parking and restrooms are critical. Even if the county holds the lans long term and never purchases all of the
lots needed, they will not lose money if they never build. This is prime real estate.
They have already said they aren't willing to sell.
And why are we discussing a replacement ferry when a mainland terminal is not secured in 25 years? Maybe
Gooseberry point is not the best option; especially with rising sea levels occurring. Maybe a ferry terminal in
Bellingham and three runs a day and a whole new ferry design to accommodate?
planning ahead is far superior to trying to get resources that are no longer available
we need parking and restrooms
It would provide better control of the ferry system need now and in the distance future.
Parking and optimal queuing will continue to be major issues moving forward without additional upland
property being available.
A design should work within existing property parameters
No reason to close off this future possibility right now, since no one is going to be forced to sell their property.
In Whatcom County, the 'eminent domain' option simply won't y. This is the ONLY way noted to ever have
restrooms at Gooseberry, which is highly desirable, plus added parking, both very important to frequent and
infrequent
It's grossly unfair to our Gooseberry neighbors.
Not having to deal with the Lummi Nation would be advantageous.
Eliminates any potential future problems with the Lummi Nation.
Only if it's a truly collaborative process - no eminent domain, high-pressure tactics, etc.!
The future viability of any ferry requires adequate parking. The lack of such parking at Gooseberry Point over
the last ten years has sharply increased the cost of ferry use for people who would rather park a car on each
side and ride the ferry as passengers. Adequate parking is therefore both a substitute and a complement to
ferry carrying capacity. Better parking allows a higher level of service with a smaller vessel.
Only if the Tribe agrees and Votes Yes. Considering the Tribe and Tideland impacts are the MOST important
consideration
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To costly and I wish us to work with the Lummi Nation.
Within reason - imminent domain prices if on reservation
It's not fair or acceptable to ask non-islanders to pay up the nose for the ferry
Leasing is problematic now and always will be.
Long term certainty about use of Gooseberry Point as a terminal, and potential long-term cost savings versus
a lease.
There are no guarantees using Native American land. It would be a poor investment without assured
ownership and control.
Because it could help ensure that Gooseberry Point remains our mainland ferry terminal.
Beachside parking is a ridiculous use of real estate. Find another space for parking. Is there a need for that
much parking when 34 vehicles can be ferried across?
It is the only way that extra parking and space for other amenities like restroom and dual lane queing are likely
to happen.
Extending a long term lease with the Lummi Nation needs to happen rst.
Our only way to get out from under control of the Lummi Tribe
Absolutely not!
How can county "buy" land in the reservation?
Provides exibility in meeting future needs
***Suggestion! A secure parking tower would permit LI residents to leave their cars on Gooseberry side
overnight thus mostly reducing thew amount of ferry trips for workers who need to get to the mainland on a
daily basis. Presently, the danger of car theft or break-in discourages people from leaving their cars on the
Gooseberry side. If they knew their cars would be safe, they would be more inclined to leave them on the
Gooseberry side. Also, if needed, a van on LI side could make a few runs to the ferry in a.m. & at end of work
day.
Walk ons should be encouraged and during dry dock parking is currently at a premium

3. The existing dock trestle at Gooseberry Point is rapidly deteriorating as
it nears the end of its useful life. Major repairs to refurbish and stabilize
the dock, plus queue cameras and a ticket vending machine would cost
about $4.5 million and could be carried out within 2 years (Alternative 1).
Would you favor going ahead with this alternative immediately and then
working to relocate the dock (Alternative 2) as part of the Lummi Nation
Marina plans?
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207 responses

Yes

42.5%

No

57.5%

Why? (optional)
77 responses

Is there a choice?? I'd forego the camera and ticket machine if there is a plan to begin moving ahead with an
alternative location. Just x the trestle.
No. Bite the bullet and move the dock as soon as possible. Putting major $$ into current dock is short term
thinking and wasting tax payers money.
Safety and service.
stages for costs and gooseberry point marina and sh processing is coming.
I assume you mean to say "as part of the Lummi Nation Marina plans.
If a new ferry would not be available for 10 years, this is obviously necessary. Hopefully the Chief will last long
enough. The current dock would need to be bolstered until anything else can be built, regardless of where a
new dock goes. Again, I have to ask why is there no input from the Lummi Nation on the distant future of the
dock and the use of Indian Tidelands. I was told by the Lummi Nation that no "deal" had been struck regarding
tideland usage and trade offs with the county as indicated during a PLIC meeting. Kind of confusing and
frustrating to understand when an important part of the picture is missing.
Better to spend the money on new permanent dock than to do it twice.
If possible to do less to maintain something that's going to be abandoned, than that makes the most sense
waste of money if the dock will be moved soon
The dock is getting shakey.
Negotiate No. 2 option on the dock location. Negotiate for a price on the land and then offer them a one time
tides fee of $1,000,000 for 99 year lease.
Again, the tribe can manipulate timelines out of County control. How rm are project timelines able to be set?
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If the current dock fails Lummi Island is in very bad shape. The Lummi Nation's plans are an unknown as to
funding.
Seems like patch job could be cheaper.
less focus rst on ensuring we have a working ferry. all this is trim
We need to put all our money in moving this dock ASAP
Not sure about this. Is it worth the investment? Is it required maintenance so that the dock won't collapse
before it can be moved?
I actually don't know how to answer this. Isn't this an engineering decision for the County. How much should I
trust the statement about rapid deterioration.
I would prefer minimizing investment in the existing structures and moving forward to the relocation ASAP.
Option 2 looks to be outrageously expensive.
I think you are putting bandaids on issue.
the marina is well in the future
The ticket vending machine will be vulnerable to vandalism. I would put ferry crew out of work. The ferry would
be impersonal.
I think it makes sense to invest the minimum possible in the current docks and aggressively work on shared
plans for the new Marina. I realize the current dock isn't in great shape but I believe it can/will hold out until we
build the alternative and I hate investing money in something we plan to tear down soon.
lummi “plans” are too inconclusive
Having to relocate the dock would be a waste of money.
I do not trust the Lummi Nation to look out for the County's best interests, and I believe the current courts are
on their side.
Build new now
No to ticket vending machines but the dock needs to be stabilized currently.
Would rather see us spend the funds on the future project than waste on an area that will be torn down.
Sounds like there is not really an option to do these repairs. Not sure of the timing of the Lummi Island Marina.
Probably a good idea to refurbish for safety concerns
I would prefer an aggressive approach, including condemnation, to acquire private property to relocate
permanently on County property rather than on Lummi marina property. I realize this ould cause hardship for a
very few people, but it is a strategy used frequently for road expansion, I believe.
It seems like this is a safety issue and needs to be done.
could be a waste of money
If Lummis are really canceling the lease and moving the dock it would be better to start on the new facility. (If
you are still uncertain, then my vote would change.)
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Doesn’t make sense if dock needs to relocate relatively soon.
we need it
Committing to Alternative 2 and putting cost toward that plan would be preferable.
if existing dock falls apart prior to a new facility there will be no access to the island
IF the bene ts outweigh the costs in the time before a relocation is anticipated. Is the anticipated date +-30
years in the future when the lease expires? Having that time period in this short description would be bene cial
to all respondents context for the period the repairs would be bene cial. Probably in the detail info I read, but
there is a lot of material there to recall during this survey.
Would prefer the terminal be off the reservation
Get out of there. Stop with the good money after bad.
I don't favor repairing the Gooseberry Point trestle it it can be delayed until alternative 2 is built. If it can't be
delayed till then, then it will have to be repaired and it would be better to do it before something breaks. In
either case, I wouldn't spend the money on queue cameras or a ticket vending machine unless they can
economically be moved to the alternative 2 site when it is built.
Work with the Lummi Nation for the Alt 2 now and save the interim costs.
The trestle must be repaired and stabilized in the near future if it is to be used.
The Tribe can notify the County that they intend to develop their Marina before the lease's end. This plan
allows ferry use to continue operation.
If major repairs are really needed, it's not really a choice. In that case, it would make sense to make some
improvements in the process, rather than waiting 25 years or however long it will be for Alternative 2.
I do not think we need a vending machine, that will cause confusion for visitors and probably cause them to
not move forward in line appropriately.
Major repairs seem a mistake as I believe the Lummi Nation has served notice on the current lease and we will
need to move before 2046.
The Indians don't have a responsible "track record."
Doesn’t seem optional not to. Though the cameras aren’t necessary
Doing this is a throwaway cost.
.
Focus and start on the Lummi Nation Marina plan ASAP
I do not accept the time frame and cost nor the idea of having anything to do with Lummi Nation land/water or
whatever lease.
On the fence
Is there really an alternative? We need dependable, functioning terminal facilities. But ideally, we would not
keep repairing the current terminal and get building Alternative 2 now.
working with the Lummi Nation is desirable
We’ve rapid deterioration of the GP terminal that’s affecting service. Investments need to be made to address
that.
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***BUT BUT BUT I'd prefer going right now for the new, moved dock as the more cost-e cient option. Why x
up an old beater when you know you have to buy a new car in a few years, lose all the $$ from temp xes?
Well, as noted below, there are very practical reasons for phased approach.
I don't think we need a ticket vending machine, although I'm not sure how it will work. It would slow down the
queuing, it seems. Cameras would be nice but not an element in this particular decision, in my view. I DO
support working with the Lummi Nation to perhaps relocate the terminal, however.
The cost is out of sight. Why so much?
If relocating is the plan, why spend the money on major repairs to the current dock?
Our decision framework about a replacement ferry is deeply confounded by the overlapping jurisdictions of
Whatcom County and Lummi Nation, which include by necessity BIA, federal and state environmental laws,
and numerous federal and state regulatory agencies. The only reasonable approach is to join forces with
Lummi Nation and enlist our Congressional delegation to nd a win-win pathway that integrates both tribal
needs and County needs to the best mutual advantage. Until such an approach is found, uncertainty will
dictate a high degree of risk in any decision.
cameras and ticket machine $ should go to a Human Beings Job creation
If you can’t do alt one for long ter because the lease won’t be renewed then why add a ticket booth and
cameras. Save the money
Waste of money if you are moving it anyway
Let's spend the money once!
WHY SPEND SO MUCH MONEY ON A TEMPORARY FIX? WHY ARE THE CAMERAS AND VENDING MACHINES
INCLUDED IN SO MANY OF THESE PROPOSALS/OPTIONS? Glitches, software updates, hardware failure and
power requirements are a reality and can be expensive. Cameras aren't necessary. People just get in line when
they have to go.
Let's make due with what we have for now and only do the minimal required for safety.
Seems that all changes and improvements should be made at one time.
I think it would be a waste of money to make anything more than necessary minimum repairs at the current
facility and focus energies on getting new boat and acquiring permits, land, etc for new terminal . Lummi
Nation will not renew lease at current space. Just do minimum to keep terminal operational.
Only do the minimum to meet safety requirements unless the majority of funding can be secured from grants.
dock repair yes - no cameras and vending machines
It's our only real alternative ( xing the dock) but: No cameras or vending machines - only trouble waiting to
happen and not realistic!
If the dock & queueing may change in a few years, this seems wasteful. Relocating the dock, if possible,
makes more sense to me than repairing the existing one.
not much choice. option 2 can't come on line before current trestle risks failure.
It is my thought that a Lummi Indian Marina will never be built.
who knows when the tribe will get it together to actually build a marina
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4. Cameras for both terminals would allow passengers to monitor queuing
lanes lines to estimate wait times before driving to the docks. Three
cameras on each side and the software to operate them would cost a total
of about $90,000. Do you favor installing the cameras? (Note: cameras
would be aimed to minimize views of nearby homes.)
207 responses

Yes

51.2%

No

48.8%

Why? (optional)
76 responses

I think the idea of using existing lines to plan a ferry ride is silly.... plan to ride the ferry when the need is low...
avoid work tra c, avoid early and late weekend hours and holidays. Cameras were used in the past and folks
admitted they stopped using them. Use common sense. Otherwise, bring a book or knitting.
The length of the ferry line is obvious now. Privacy is more important especially on the Island side - Tra c
driving by, people going to library, tra c in and out of the driveways close to the ferry lines.
Effective planning is an individual responsibility.
check lines in town ,cell phones' quit wasting our time and gas' 90,000 is high, can be done cheeper .
That price is over 1000 times the actual cost to install a couple cameras and make a stream public. This is
insane.
While probably viewed as a bit of a luxury, it certainly seems prudent for the Lummi Island Dock.
Cost and not really necessary- to monitor queuing lanes and estimate wait times?????- seems like a waste of
money to me
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While the cameras might have some value - especially on the Island side - they will not help much to decide on
coming home. When our work in town is done we come home instead of sit around waiting for a better time.
Helps me plan my time better.
The camera would encourage delayed leaving and increase "rush to the ferry" syndrome
I think this could be accomplished for less money. Having no cameras now works for my travels. I plan my
trips with a potential wait. Having increased ferry size available, would greatly minimize the system that I feel
works quite well now.
It is the 21st century!
Not necessary.
less focus rst on ensuring we have a working ferry. all this is trim
Actually I have no opinion. Do what needs to be done
Equivocal here because if large boat obtained it seems wait times would become a non-issue. It would be
helpful mohave the cameras in the interim.
It would help, in terms of convenience, at a reasonable cost. ($90K does seem steep to me for 6 cameras,
though...)
increase passenger awareness and responsibility for their ferry
It just seems an unnecessary expense if this whole dock area would be moved eventually.
it makes a difference if there is a long line
the costs are mounting and this seems an amenity not required for safety
We would lose the island feeling of being remote and quiet. We do not need to have our lives online.
I would personally use these to decide if/when to head out – seems like a reasonable use of funds and I
assume they could easily be moved when new docks are installed.
utilize technology available for e ciency
Our wait times aren't that bad most of the year
I liked it when the Island Store had the camera aimed at the waiting line and hooked up to the island TV cable.
This was a great option and will bene t both sides of the terminals.
Reduces que lines, (again, lower the pixels!!! We do not have any reason to give criminal additional tools to
monitor when I am driving off the island. We only need to see blurry cars in que images.
Unnecessary as most people need to use the ferry at a particular time. If there is a wait, then there is a wait.
Seeing the cars on a camera does not help.
Would be a nice feature, especially in the summer when the lines get long
Wait time is a Minor inconvenience and if there is a major problem one tends to hear about it.
Reduces congestion if we can plan in advance with better information about the wait lines.
Not needed with bigger boat and less wait time. Could be helpful as long as Whatcom Chief is in use.
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I am able to make discretionary trips and would appreciate knowing when I need to change my plans.
could save waiting time
doesn't change the wait time
cameras would take out the guess work of when to leave for the ferry
not value added to me
Will assist in passengers self-regulating their ferry use....stay in town for another hour, track the volumes for
their personal trips to modify their trips to/from mainland. Gives more information and power to ferry users to
manage their use of the ferry for the bene t of all.
Why not just x the problem, rather than broadcast it.
I favor this, especially if the queue video is also available to the ferry crew to help plan loading before the boat
docks.
This would only work well on the Island side. Drive times and usage is too variable to provide a reasonable
time estimate on the mainland. You'd be better off having the person counting riders also update their best
estimate of the wait time via a web page.
This isn't a necessary amenity
But only if it is considered a capital rather than operating expense
Cameras help on the Lummi Island side. I'm not sure they are useful on Gooseberry Point--most people come
to the point from a longish distance, so knowing there's a long line now doesn't tell you how long it will be after
30 minutes or longer, when you would get there. And if you live on Lummi, you'd probably just come and sit in
the line anyway.
Seems like a very expensive estimate. These systems are readily available and should be cheaper.
Safety
Not worth the cost, utilize tech for better results.
$90k seems ridiculously high in these days of camera everywhere
Cost to bene t ratio is way out of sync.
Helps save time
It is what it is. Especially with a 34-car ferry, lines will become less problematic. I think cameras are an
unnecessary expense unless the ferry captain needs them to determine whether extra runs are necessary or
not.
need to use the ferry when you need to
We drive to the docks regardless of line length.
hit and miss queuing is inferior and the time on island is precious, avoiding unnecessary early queuing and
waiting is superior
Those of us that can adjust our use of ferry times can help minimize congestion, but need to have the tools to
do so.
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Waste of money to install cameras. You're either going to the island or not.
No answer: optional
My real answer: Maybe, maybe not. What are costs of repair, maintenance, replacements, annual software
leasing etc? Sure would have been nice to have estimates... this is a 'nice to have' but not essential, so I say
no. Now if cameras were also for security.. but that's not what's proposed & doubtless would increase
operational costs.
This would be helpful to gauge time needed to get onto a ferry, but a luxury item.
Would you cancel your trip to the island if you knew how long the line is?
Wait time isn’t too long, except during high-tra c weekends, and the money could be better spent.
Likely to be vandalized and require costly maintenance and questionable bene t.
Basic/old school is part of the Lummi Island ferry charm!
would not rule it out; bene ts are di cult to assess, needs further study.
VERY un-necessary and too expensive, too!
Length of line doesn’t necessarily mean the ferry is going to make a run ...we all know when there is a line
up..no camera needed
Not at $90000, this seems ridiculously high.
Because it could help reduce peak demand.
Initial cost, future expected and unexpected costs and the fact that they are not essential.
I don't think we need it.
The cameras would not help a great deal, especially on the Gooseberry side because the lines can ll rapidly in
the time it takes to drive from town, or from scenic estates.
I see this as a waste of money. I probably would not take the time to check web cam if one were installed
Would help redistribute the ferry tra c and reduce congestion
stated cost is excessive. new analysis and alternative camera arrangement is necessary.
Allows for schedule adjustment by individuals if possible
I'm retired and I really don't care about line ups as I ride either bicycles or motorcycles 98% of the time I'm here.

5. During peak periods on a larger ferry, it will be impossible for a single
purser to collect fares as usual from a full load of vehicles in the short
crossing time. One option to improve ticketing would be to install a ticket
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vending machine (TVM) on the Gooseberry Point side so passengers
could purchase tickets before boarding. The capital cost would be about
$30,000 (operating cost is not known). Would you support installing a
TVM at Gooseberry?
207 responses

Yes

32.4%

No

67.6%

Why? (optional)
81 responses

Get scanners for the purser. TVMs are a target for vandals, can and do break down and that would confuse
and madden already impatient people.
I like the concept but have concerns about the practicality of this. Considering the vandalism on the Res, I have
some concern about the maintenance of this. Seems like it would be a prime and easy target for robbery.
Convenience. Best economic solution. Best option for crew members.
also tag checks by computers as on toll roads. sticker on window and barcode readers
While this may or may not be related to the possibility of rate increases, I will make a comment about that
here. No one can possibly believe that ferry rates will not increase in the future even if a newer ferry will
operate more e ciently. Fuel, electricity, wages and bene ts, maintenance costs, etc., will increase in the
future. To expect anything less is foolish.
Seems there can be more creative solutions that don't cost as much especially since operating cost and
security for a vending machine is unknown at this time.
For the reason stated - save time for the purser. - like all state ferries.
I need more information. I do not see clearly how this would help.
It seems like a necessary step if we move to a larger ferry.
see your explanation above
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It would be vandalized regularly.
E ciency for a reasonable cost should always be a priority. This could happen now.
But I think this estimated cost is way too low!
It will get vandalized. We can wait a few minutes til the purser gets around.
The TMV if cheap os ok. But ...This question pre assumesthat the ferry will be substantially larger than the one
we have
This makes sense. It also makes sense that our cars have a GO tag type of system, we do not have to have our
Ferry employees running around collecting money. We want safety on the boat.
E ciency!
Seems like a no-brainer to eliminate cash transactions.
WA state ferry riders are used to planning for and purchasing trips
Expedite loading of cars. People who use ferries elsewhere are accustomed to paying before boarding which
would eliminate existing confusion as to where to pay (for non-island vehicles)
We do not need a larger ferry. We need cheaper tickets for walk on passengers , more public transportation
and more safe parking on Gooseberry side.
Yes – but I would also strongly suggest we look into an online system. The majority of riders have cell phones
and can/would purchase online or in an app instead.
vandalism/ parking / lines etc.
Prefer a smaller ferry to eliminate need. But de nitely oppose an extra purser.
Unless you have two pursers collecting tickets down each side of the ferry, you won't have time to collect all
fares. Vending machines will speed up the collection process and costs should be absorbed easily into the
annual operating costs.
There are other less expensive, pay ahead options
This would be the target of vandals.
Have two purser's. They have the crew available already on the ferry, why not use them.
Only concern is vandalism. Same reason we lost the toilet there.
More e cient.
I would like more choices to be explored for fare collection. We had a bad experience with the portable toilets
and vandalism and with money in the machine, this could be an issue. But I understand that something will
need to be done if we get a bigger boat. Better security would help and this has been an issue identi ed by
Islanders for a while now.
Keep the punch cards & make it easier for the purser.
possible money savings in long run
unless you can think of another way
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YOu say this will be a problem on a larger ferry - get the 20 car ferry
I would think it would mess up boarding as riders would be in line trying to gure out how to buy tickets.
Convenience for all even with the 20 vehicle ferry. Sell punchcards through this machine too using credit cards
and save processing on the short ferry ride to mainland and in the o ce. Also, barcode the cards to be read by
an "app/card reader" telling the system "I am on the boat" with automatic accounting and passenger sailing
data. I do look forward to connecting with a real person punching my card....will miss that.
Ease of purchase
Ditto. Get out of there.
Toll road systems are more e cient and could probably be implemented. Either that or a point of pay on the
ferry so people can buy tickets, since the new ferry allows people to exit their vehicles.
If in conjunction with electronic fare collection such as a digital "fastrak" device
2 crew members could collect fares...
This would be good for occasional visitors, but I think a revamp of the punch card system should also be
considered.Moving to a "Good To Go" like system could gain additional crew e ciencies. If not that extensive,
something like bar code stickers for vehicles and the crew member with a hand reader that deducts fares from
your account, that can be replenished online via credit card.
Should have done it a long time ago
I am torn on this as it has the potential for costing way more than we can anticipate. However it would seem to
be a very convenient addition and potential easing of workload for staff.
E ciency
Save the purser. Simplify, simplify, simplify.
id rather have a smaller ferry and no TVM
pain in the butt and how would they prove that they paid
We prefer a 24-car ferry, which is not much larger than the Chief.
Keep the ferry small enough to continue collecting fees on ferry or ability purchase tickets ahead of time online
as in movie theatre tickets. Automate, automate, automate
This answer presumes that provisions would be made for regular users to prepay multiple trips and therefore
bypass the TVM. I envision the TVM being plugged by casual travelers slowly working to purchase tickets,
while the ferry is loading and leaving and regular users are stuck waiting.
improvements are helpful, delays are frustrating
it would probably be vandalized and would be unreliable
It will speed up turnaround times.
Reliability and vandalism would create an ongoing headache for everybody involved.
Another alternative is to go fully electronic, have cash fares purchased via phone app , then purser (who has to
collect tickets anyway) can just scan e-ticket on fare's phone. Time to take ticket or scan phone (and check $
is accurate for vehicle) should be about the same for purser.
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Theoretically the larger ferries would take longer to cross, allowing more time. Perhaps other options could be
considered, such as window decals that could be quickly scanned by pursers. A vending machine would cause
delays on the Gooseberry side.
Un-necessary expense and can be damaged without monitoring it 24 hours
And/or add on online option for payment that passengers could show from their phones.
See comments on the above camera issue.
What are the other options? I might support a TVM after knowing more here. Again, though, I personally nd
the "primitive" system we currently have rather charming.
no need to decide this now; there is an ever-growing number of relatively simple solutions to this problem.
Consider windshield chips and RTF enabled cards as replacements for punch cards and cash fares. There
would then be no need for a crew member to circulate around the deck.
Ticket Taker on Dock JOB
No larger ferry needed
If you go at route non punch card visitors should pay that, not Lummi Islanders who buy punch cards.
Online or cash only
It could be managed on-line more cost effectively
This procedure is common throughout the rest of the world.
Keep the smaller ferry
COSTS, known & unknown
I favor a 20 car ferry. If the purser can't collect fares in the normal crossing time, then consider purchasing the
vending machine at that point.
I don't support a much larger ferry. Electronic ticketing systems vulnerable to frequent failure, which would
cause tra c backups.
While I would support this I think that it would work better to have online sales. I gured we can't keep an
outhouse from being vandalized what success might we have with a ticket vending machine?
Small capital cost relative to bene ts to crew
promote deck hand to purser #2 and have both pursers collect fares - when your TVM breaks down - as it will the whole system turns to shit.
This just won't work for a multitude of reasons 1) getting out of your car / inclement weather
2) rolling on the ferry - last minute
3) ADA accessible
4) breakdowns
5) does it take cash? not everyone has plastic!
6) getting broken into/etc., etc.
Why not sell tickets online?
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Better hire an armed guard or make it credit card only. Local meth heads will have that thing towed down the
road in no time at all.
Yes, but only when needed (after acquire larger ferry)

Project Phasing
Which approach would you favor for implementing the proposed ferry
system improvements
207 responses

All projects as soon as
possible
Phasing the project
components based on useful
life and funding constraints

82.6%

17.4%

Why? (optional)
65 responses

Phasing is almost always the best way to approach a project of this complexity.
better to stage such changes, secure funding and environmental permits without surprises that would delay
and necessitate revisiting this mess, again
Seems more sensible and having less risk for a SNAFU.
Most practical and economic solution. However, we may be subjected to limitations on service. This is a
di cult decision.
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depends on grants
As shown in the above diagram, there is only one choice.
More realistic
The high risk aspect of "as soon as possible" is too dangerous.
Wish there was more information.
Lower cost
Time and tide wait for no man
A delay could put funding as risk. A ferry replacement has been delayed 10 years too long already.
Funding and permitting will be di cult. Progress should be made as available. Long projects make the public
potentially stale to the discussion.
Funding realities.
No $ to do it quickly
the longer we wait the higher costs will mount and potential con icts with plans and funding. just do it—
assuming funding is attainable.
We have gone too long and the cost is only going to rise, we need to bite the bullet and do this, it is for our
Island community
We don't have adequate funding.
Prefer minimizing funds put into an archaic system.
We need a new ferry ASAP. Dock location issues are not that signi cant until the lease expires.
-avoid unnecessary costs and improvements that are not really the improvements needed in the future.
Planners in the future may have distinctly different views and recommendations. Putting a "terminal and
parking" on currently privately owned land is planning that requires sacri ces from current landowners. Of the
8 homes identi ed, there is approximately 250 years of family ownership of these homes/lands. How is
servicing Lummi Is ferry residents and visitors to island a priority? Will it allow more development on the
island? Do residents agree with that? Do taxpayers willingly assume more debt to make this vision a reality?
The identi ed High Risk of all-projects makes this option unwise.
What is the hurry?
Things change. I would rather get started with the tangible improvements we can as soon as possible.
logic
Simply because this is a huge undertaking and getting buy-in by all parties concerned will be di cult at best.
Just one thing . . . where I work it took almost 7 years to get a environmental permit to build a dock. Plan on it
taking several years for the county too. Funny, I bet the Lummi Nation has their environmental permit for the
super marina in less than a year.
Overall costs
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Seems like wasting funds to put band aid repairs in place that will just be torn out and trashed. Just go for the
future projects and hire the right people to make it happen.
Broader engagement across the county.
There will be funding constraints, phasing in is more likely to be funded
Funding more realistic.
Delays in acting in the past have resulted in missed opportunities. These projects will only get more costly
over time. We need, we are told, that the ferry needs replacing and if that is true we need to do it. We have seen
a loss of service (parking on Gooseberry, No restroom facilities on Gooseberry, longer drydock times etc.)
Also, the Lummis have become more militant in their demands. We need to become non dependent on dthe
Tribe asap.
It will allow us more time to assemble and save for a funding portfolio.
more time for funding
I favor as soon as possible theoretically, but practical considerations may make it impossible.
I think the passenger dock should be an immediate priority.
funding and permitting
Based on extensive experience large complicated projects that are rushed tend to fail on a much higher
frequency and cost go far higher than planned.
That is the "logical" approach when funding, environmental permitting, and private property purchases
complicate the process and the current ferry situation is not a disaster. The current situation is certainly
inconvenient and possibly a short-term distractor to living on Lummi on peak weekends. I see by the timeline
both phases must be coincident with a good chunk of the funding occurring as it evolves....and maybe still
much sooner than 2046 if success and funding allow.
If it could be moved OFF the reservation
I think whatever is done is constrained by funding, and you would like to do the project in the most e cient
way to use the funding available. And you want is done as soon as possible.
Projects tend to drag out if they are pushed too fast. Getting various phases implemented and exible with
funding costs less overall.
A higher-capacity vessel is the most important improvement. The other changes, while good, can wait, IMO.
As soon as possible means looking at funding sources as soon as they present themselves.
We need to make a plan and DO IT! If we do the renovation rst, we may get complacent again, and we'll be
having the same discussions and no action toward dock relocation until the Tribe forces it in 2046.
The sooner the better!
It all depends on available funding and that has NOT been su ciently addressed in this study to make an
educated opinion about this whole project. Projected island growth assumptions are a poor guess, the
ridership has been in a death spiral for years due to fare increases. The residents habits of ferry use have
changed considerable over the decades due to demographics, technology (telecommuting, online shopping,
internet communication/info sharing), entertainment habits (Net ix), etc. More people on island does NOT
translate to more ridership. Has any of this been addressed? Keep the vision small and realistic. There are too
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many unknowns and the need is to be exible when the need becomes clear and necessary. Right now the
system is not broken but yes plan for continuation not unknown or imagined changes.
projects always take longer and phasing is an invitation to prolong the development
A systematic approach is needed on this massive type undertaking.
Seems the most realistic way to get everything done that needs to be.
I like 'as soon as possible' for many reasons but think it's not feasible so went with phasing. I appreciate this
year's planning process a LOT -- really good, in nite improvement over last incompetent effort to replace
vessel -- I'm sure sorry that WC didn't start serious planning sooner.
Because you are NOT ready to do everything all at once.
Seems far more prudent/responsible.
The county will not be able to raise all the required funds at once, so spreading out the components over time
is more feasible.
Go slow. Changes on Mainland will affect Ferry Dock and Parking and Climate Change.
*Please consider a 2/3 Story Parking Garage. Save Tide Lands--Save $5 million from House Purchasing to
build Garage, accommodate more cars. Won't black views because of big bldgs across street. preserve
parking option in case of Sea level rise
Can’t afford the hit on my taxes, they are way to high for what we get
Let's start now and nish as soon as possible.
I am for neither option. I am not convinced the Whatcom Chief needs replacing.
The priority should be to maximize the funding from state and federal grants and minimize the cost from
County residents.
It is the only reasonable alternative.
Our current level of service is acceptable. Phase the project so that we can secure maximum funding from
state and federal grants.
You have a ferry with no place to go - seems obvious at the moment - keep and maintain the Chief - keep the
docks in good repair - and carry on!
Keep the Chief in good working order - it's big enough most of the time - we're exible, we all live on an Island This is what we have - steel boats live for years - if they are maintained like the Chief has been. Maintain docks
- stay where we're at for as long as possible - as the truth is - we have no where else to go. No alternatives!
I wish KPFF had really seen and understood out situation with a "ferry to nowhere" & thought outside the box.
they had a lot of $ money as consultants & their plans all don't really work out. Why didn't they look at some
really different alternatives: i.e., high speed catamaran to B'ham (a boat that could handle the weather) - with
barges a few days a week. Crazy I know, but REALLY look at the BIG picture. They didn't really do anything for
all that time & money.
for reasons given in explanation
Inevitable changes in needs and resources
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